
ABSTRACT

KUEHNEN, STEFAN ALEXANDER. Model Based Conceptual Communication Design
in Coordination Systems (under the Direction of Dr. Padmini Srinivasan-Hands and Dr.
Samuel C. Winchester)

The purpose of this research has been to investigate the feasibility of developing a

model-based method for conceptual communication design in coordination systems.

Business process modeling methodologies are surveyed and the methodology of choice,

Actionworkflow™, is presented. As the basis for method development Language/Action

and Speech Act theories, underlying the Actionworkflow™ methodology, are examined

for potential concepts aiding the development of the method. Their history and

surrounding philosophies are presented. Critique of the Actionworkflow™ methodology

is presented and discussed.

The major focus of the research is the development of the model-based method to

conceptually design communications in coordination systems. Its development, structure

and components are presented and explained. The method is illustrated with a simple,

everyday-life, application example.

Applications of the method to examine web-based e-commerce sites are

presented. It has been determined that the application for these environments is insightful.

The examples discussed are ebay, an auction provider, e-trade, an on-line broker, and

priceline.com, a purchasing service applying a unique process for the purchase of

services and goods. Consequently the application of the method to establish the

feasibility of designing coordination support systems for textile new product development

is provided. Coordination model development and design of communications are

discussed in parallel. Application results show that the method can successfully be used

for conceptually designing coordination support systems, although practical issues have

to be further investigated.



Finally underlying assumptions are displayed and discussed, model validation

provided, performance evaluation, as to the goals set forth for the research undertaken,

and recommendations for future research provided.
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1. Introduction
The fundamental purpose of this research is to develop, apply and assess the

utility of a model-based approach for deriving information elements that drive and

support the coordination of work. A method to be developed is an integral part of the

solution. We intend to apply the developed method to the emerging area of e-commerce,

and to the assessment of a coordination support system for textile new product

development.

It seems ironic that there is still a problem of ‘lack of information’ in modern

society, since information is abundantly available1. One aspect of the increased

complexity of the business environment is the increased ability to analyze faster and in

greater detail2. Goldratt states in the introduction to his book The Haystack Syndrome

“We are drowned in oceans of data; nevertheless it seems as if we seldom have sufficient

information.”3

We are interested in any process that involves individuals coordinating action to

accomplish some work or process. In coordinating action we say that individuals select

among alternatives and then communicate their decisions or intent. We examine design

of conversations and communications in the light of Tannenbaum’s network model.

Tannenbaum4 stresses the importance of each category, or ‘layer’, needing to have its

own protocol and defined interface with the other layers. Using workflow we define

information content of speech acts to define communications in the upper layer.

Analyzing communications as speech acts in conversation form roughly addresses the

concerns in the top layer of his network model.

In the context of this definition of work, our objective is to define the set of

communications or information exchanges that a system must enable to support the given

                                                          
1 Kominski, R., Newburger, E. Access Denied: Changes in Computer Ownership and Use;
2 Gomory, S., Hoch, R., Lee, J., Podlasek, M., Schonberg, E.; E-Commerce Intelligence: Measuring,
Analyzing and Reporting on Merchandising Effectiveness of Online Stores;
3 Goldratt, E. M.; Sifting information out of the data ocean, the haystack syndrome;
4 Tannenbaum, A. S.; Computer Networks;
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work or business process. In addition, we want to specify what information must be

available to the ‘speaker’ who formulates the communication to enable her/him to

determine/resolve/decide the communications that move the work to the next state. We

address the above challenges of building systems that facilitate the process of work

coordination.

In order to develop IT solutions to support business processes as specified there is

need for a business process model that represents the appropriate elements and concerns.

Winograd states “There is a growing recognition of the importance of the designer’s

perspective – the concerns and interpretations that shape the design, whether they are

articulated explicitly or are just part of the unexamined background of the work. A

perspective does not determine answers to design questions, but guides design by

generating the questions to be considered.”5 Kuehnen6 provides an overview of business

process mapping methodologies in his master’s thesis. Having carried out a comparative

evaluation of business process modeling techniques we have selected ActionWorkflow™

as the methodology for representing our Business Processes.

We address the Information System development concerns for the specific

business processes at the level of requirements and specification. Implementation

structures, software and hardware architectures are not within the scope of our analyses.

The requirements and specifications developed through our methodology can be worked

into an Information System design and Information Technology structure using existing

tool sets. Hirschheim, Iivari, and Klein describe in their 1998 paper A Comparison of

Five Alternative Approaches to Information Systems Development7 the differences

between the conversation based approach and other approaches.

                                                          
5 Winograd, T.; A Language/Action Perspective on the Design of Cooperative Work;
6 Kuehnen, S. A.; Methods and techniques for modeling supply chains with the goal of facilitating supply
chain management;
7 Hirscheim, R., Iivari, J., Klein, H. K.; A Comparison of Five Alternative Approaches to Information
Systems Development;
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2. Business Process Analysis Techniques
Our research focuses on the development of a method to derive information

elements to support business processes in coordination systems. We have selected the

ActionWorkflow™ analysis technique for representing business processes. We provide

pointers to alternate approaches for purpose of comparison.

Business process modeling techniques can be grouped into four methodologically

different categories8. These categories are Flowcharts, Integrated DEFinition, State

Diagrams and Coordination Maps (also called ‘ActionWorkflow™ ’). The methodologies

can be characterized according to the information they represent and convey best.

2.1 Flowcharts

 The basic function of the flowchart is to show the ‘actions’ within a process.

Flowcharts appear in various forms. Either standardized graphical symbols or unique

icons are used to visualize the ‘actions’ in the flowchart.  Some flowcharts are

hierarchical but typically flowcharts map with simple (nondecomposable) elements.  The

IDEF methodology may be seen as an enhanced, standardized, hierarchical flowchart.

Note that flowcharts do not represent the state of the system nor, in the basic form, the

owner of the action, the inputs, and the outputs.

2.2 Integrated Definition (IDEF)

 The IDEF methodology maps the business process as a sequence of ‘activities’.

Activities are represented by rectangles.  Inputs to the activity include inputs from

previous processes, resource inputs and policy inputs.  An arrow on the right hand side

pointing out of the box and into the next is the output of the ‘activity’. The methodology

                                                          
8 Kuehnen, S. A.; Methods and techniques for modeling supply chains with the goal of facilitating supply
chain management;
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is hierarchical and each activity can be broken down into an unlimited number of levels,

each expansion governed by rules. IDEF is used in several versions: IDEF0, IDEF1.X

and IDEF3, for functional modeling, data modeling and dynamic models respectively.

The basic IDEF methodology does not provide any information on how long the

processing takes nor can monetary values be assigned to different inputs. In more

advanced versions these features have been added.

2.3 ActionWorkflow™ Analyst   (Conversations for Action)

 The ActionWorkflow  analyst  methodology is based on the assumption, that

all work has a customer and a performer.  The methodology focuses strongly on the

conditions to be met so that the work can be regarded as satisfactorily completed.  It

doesn’t provide a view of work as an explicit series of process steps nor an overview of

the resources needed, but a good representation of what has to be done by whom, in what

way to reach the desired goal. In addition, cycle time and cost for various phases of the

work are taken into account.  There is no tracking of material through the process.

 

 

2.4 State Diagrams and Petri Nets

 In these methodologies, action (event, i.e. what occurs) as well as state (condition,

i.e. what is) are explicitly represented. State is changed through one action. These models

can be analyzed mathematically and, given stochastic or random values, used for discrete

event simulation. The main difference between the two methodologies is that in Petri

Nets the system state is distributed in many locations whereas in state diagrams each

node represents a complete system state. Many variations of the Petri Nets have been

developed, e.g. TiPN (representing time) and PPNs (supporting multiple hierarchical

views).
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Flow chart IDEF.X Coordination
Maps

State diagrams
/ Petrinets

Activities/Events/transition mapping * * * *
System state definition + * * *
Material and Information in/out
flows

- * - *

Hierarchical Structures - * * +
Human role definition - - * -
Sequentially of events * + + *
Criteria for Success - + * +
*  well supported, + supported, - not supported

 
 Table 2.1 Overview of Methodology Strengths

2.5 ActionWorkflow™ Business Process View Details:

The ActionWorkflow™ technique we have selected for use in this research is

described the following way: “The [Action] workflow methodology views each

transaction as a closed loop involving four distinct steps. The first phase, preparation,

involves either a request from a customer (someone in the company wanting something)

of an offer from a performer (an employee [or contractor] wishing to sell his or her

service). The second phase, negotiation, allows the two parties to agree on how work

should be done and what constitutes success. The third phase, performance, the

assignment being undertaken and its completion reported to the customer. The fourth

phase, acceptance, closes the loop and the agreed upon conditions have been met.”9

Nicholas Rudd of Young and Rubicam is quoted in PC week “The artifacts of work –

approval forms and estimate requests, for example – stayed the same. What was different

was the motivating force that moved forms between people”10

                                                          
9 Anonymous; The wonders of workflow;
10 Rudd, N. in Rooney, P.; Ad agency gets creative with workflow technology;
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WorkflowCustomer Performer

Preparation Negotiation

PerformanceAcceptance

Figure 2.1 The ActionWorkflow  ‘loop’11

The ActionWorkflow™ methodology is based on a view of business processes as

“networks of conversations”. We will provide further insights into this definition later.

Based on this postulate the main content and focus of the ActionWorkflow™ model is

coordination.

Communication concerns a speaker and a context of work in which it occurs. We

define human roles that will use speech acts for the coordination of a process. Speech acts

change the state of the process. The new state of the systems after the speech act is

dependent on the content of the speech act and the Conditions of Satisfaction of the

participating roles. We propose a view that these factors (roles/conditions of

satisfaction/work content) influence the information elements contained in the speech act,

as well as the information that will be useful for formulating the speech act.

Winograd describes the strength of the Language/Action perspective in the

following way “ By starting with the language/action perspective, we have found it

possible to create systems that can be effective in getting work done, whenever that work

involves communication and coordination action among a group of people.”12

                                                          
11 Action Technologies Inc., ANALYST user’s guide, 1994;
12 Winograd, T.; A Language/Action Perspective on the Design of Cooperative work;
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3. Introduction to Speech Acts and Language Analysis
The basis for communication and human interaction is some form of common

language. We will investigate the evolution of the systematic analysis of language that

led to the Conversations for Action methodology.

Philosophers started to investigate the meaning and mechanics of language very

early on in the history of the human race. Barry Smith cites from Aristotle’s De

interpretatione “Every sentence is significant (...), but not every sentence is a statement-

making sentence, but only those in which there is truth or falsity. There is not truth or

falsity in all sentences: a prayer is a sentence but is neither true nor false. The present

investigation deals with the statement-making sentence; the others we can dismiss, since

consideration of them belongs rather to the study of rhetoric or poetry. (17 a 1-5, Edgehill

translation)”13. This record is one of the earliest proofs that there was interest in what can

be accomplished with language and how elements in a language have to be used in order

to achieve desired effects. This remained the only area of interest for an extended period

of time.

 Smith continues to explain in the introduction of his paper “That uses of language

not only can, but even normally do have the character of actions was a fact largely

unrealised by those engaged in the study of language before the present century, at least

in the sense that there was lacking any attempt to come to terms systematically with the

action-theoretic peculiarities of language use”.13 He credits Thomas Reid with the first

effort to develop a different type of theoretical analysis of language and more noticeably

its content. Hill cites Reid “to be found in a just analysis of the various species of

sentences. Aristotle and the logicians have analysed one species - to wit, the proposition.

To enumerate and analyse the other species must, I think, be the foundation of a just

theory of language. (1894, p. 72)” 13

                                                          
13 Smith, B.; Towards a History of Speech Act Theory; in Burkhardt A. editor; Speech Acts, Meanings and
Intentions. Critical Approaches to the Philosophy of John R. Searle;
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Further advancements into the discovery and development of advanced language

theory was brought about by Husserl, who is credited with the development of the

following theory “every intentional experience is either an objectifying act or has such an

act as its foundation.”14. This relates intention to language philosophy and establishes acts

as the driving motive for utterance.

Adolf Reinach further advanced Husserl’s position. He formulated a theory of

social acts. Its essence seems to be captured in the following quote “a command is an

action of the subject to which is essential not only its spontaneity and its intentionality,

but also its being directed towards other subjects and its standing in need of being

grasped by those subjects. What has been said of commands holds also for requesting,

admonishing, questioning, informing, answering, and many other types of act. They are

all social acts which are, in their execution, cast by him who executes them toward

another subject that they may break into his mind (einem anderen zugeworfen, um sich in

seine Seele einzuhaken).(1913, p. 707, Eng. pp. 19f.)”15 He also emphasizes the

importance that each of these acts “constitutes an inner unity of deliberate execution and

deliberate utterance.” 15

Reinach’s works carry out an in depth analysis of the actual content and intent of

utterances. The unstated point is the ability of some statements to invoke action. Speech

Act theory is the development that makes this relationship explicit.

3.1 Initial Speech Act Theory

John Austin Langshaw was the first to formalize the content oriented analysis of

language. He delivered a series of lectures at Harvard University in 1955 that laid the

foundation for the development of Speech Act theory. The collection of lectures was

published in 1962 as How to do things with words. Austin started his first lecture “ what I

have to say here is neither difficult nor contentious; the only merit I should like to claim
                                                          
14 Husserl, E. (1900/01), Logische Untersuchungen;
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for it is that of being true, at least in parts (……) that the business of ‘statement’ can only

be to ‘describe’ some state of affairs, or to  ‘state some fact’, which it must have do

wither  truly or falsely”16

After he stated the language/statement exclusivity postulate, he then defined the

exceptions and formulated the first theory that defined language as a means to make

statements but also to convey action and not. Lecture XII17can be viewed as the initial

draft of a Speech Act theory. In it he summarizes the findings about his Speech Act

theory providing examples for his five major “classes of utterance, classified according to

their illocutionary force” and explaining their meaning. He comments “The doctrine of

performative/constative distinction stands to [sic. relates to] the doctrine of locutionary

and illocutionary acts in the total Speech Act as the special theory to the general theory.

And the need for the general theory arises simply because the traditional ‘statement’ is an

abstraction, an ideal, and so is its traditional truth or falsity”18.  The second part of the

statement may be seen as an assertion of the quote by Aristotle “…There is not truth or

falsity in all sentences: a prayer is a sentence but is neither true nor false.….”19. To deal

with specifics Speech Act theory and especially the theory of illocutionary Speech Acts

are essential.

Considering the briefness of the whole context and the fairly colloquial style, the

clarity and substantiality of thought is stunning. Austin succeeded in laying the

foundation for content oriented language research to follow.

3.2 A Taxonomy of Speech Acts

John R. Searle expanded on Austin’s theories. In his book Speech Acts: an essay

in the philosophy of language he introduced a structured methodology for the analysis of
                                                                                                                                                                              
15 Reinach A.; Gesammelte Schriften;
16 Austin J. L. ; How to do things with words;
17 Austin J. L. ; How to do things with words;
18 Austin J. L. ; How to do things with words;
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Speech Acts. He states “ The form that the hypothesis will take is that speaking a

language is performing speech acts, acts such as making statements, giving commands,

asking questions, making promises, and so on; and more abstractly, acts such as referring

and predicating; and, secondly, that these acts are in general made possible by and are

performed in accordance with certain rules for the use of linguistic elements.”20

He formulated four general categories for Speech Act classification:

1. Uttering words (morphemes, sentences) = performing utterance acts

2. Referring and predication = performing propositional acts

3. Stating, questioning, commanding, promising, etc. = performing illocutionary acts

4. Consequences or effects to illocutionary acts = performing perlocutionary acts

The most interesting group, and the one that Searle analyzed in great detail, are

illocutionary acts. He identifies three conditions that need to be present for most

illocutionary Speech Acts to be able to identify them and define them as clear Speech

Acts. These conditions are the preparatory condition, the sincerity condition and the

essential condition together with the propositional content of the act.  The following table

illustrates how these conditions interact.

                                                                                                                                                                              
19 Smith, B.; Towards a History of Speech Act Theory; in Burkhardt A. editor; Speech Acts, Meanings and

Intentions. Critical Approaches to the Philosophy of John R. Searle;
20 Searle John R.; Speech Acts: an essay in the philosophy of language;
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Figure 3.1 Excerpt of Types of Illocutionary Acts 21

Searle expanded on his thoughts in later work and discussed some of the issues in

greater detail.  The taxonomy of illocutionary acts 22 discusses in greater detail distinction

criteria for illocutionary acts. He states “ It seems to me that there are (at least) twelve

significant dimensions of variation in which illocutionary acts differ one from another

……”23.

                                                          
21 Searle, J. R.; Speech Acts: an essay in the philosophy of language;
22 Searle, J. R.; A Taxonomy of  illocutionary acts; in Searle John R.; Expression and Meaning: Studies in
the Theory of Speech Acts;
23 Searle, J. R.; A Taxonomy of  illocutionary acts; in Searle John R.; Expression and Meaning: Studies in
the Theory of Speech Acts;
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Type of difference in illocutionary act Comments (cited from Searle22)
1. Differences in the Point (or purpose) of the

(type of) speech act
The point or purpose of a promise is that it is an
undertaking of an obligation by the speaker to do
something

2. Differences in the direction of fit between
words and world

Some illocutions have as part of their illocutionary
point to get the words (more strictly, their
propositional content) to match the world, other to
get the world to match the words

3. Differences in expressed psychological states In general, in the performance of any illocutionary
act with a propositional content, the speaker
expresses some attitude, state, etc.., to the
propositional content

4. Differences in the force or strength with which
the illocutionary point is presented

Both “I insist we go to the movies” and “I suggest
we go to the movies” have the same illocutionary
point, but it is presented with different strength

5. Differences in the status or position of the
speaker and hearer as these bear on the
illocutionary force of the utterance

If the general asks the private to clean up the room,
that is in all likelihood a command or an order. If
the private asks the general,……

6. Differences in the way the utterance relates to
the interests of the speaker and the hearer

Consider, for example, the difference between
congratulations and condolences…. One hears the
difference as being between what is or is not in the
interest of the speaker and hearer respectively

7. Differences in relations to the rest of the
discourse

Some performative expressions serve to relate the
utterance to the rest of the discourse….

8. Differences in propositional content that are
determined by illocutionary force indicating
devices

The differences, for example, between a report and
a prediction involve the fact that the a prediction
must be about the future whereas the report can be
about the past or present

9. Differences between those acts that must
always be speech acts, and those that can be,
but need not be performed as speech acts

I may make the statement ‘I estimate’ … but in
order to estimate it is not necessary to say anything
at all.

10. Differences between those acts that require
extra-linguistic institutions for their
performance and those that do not

In order to bless, …, call the base runner out,….
One must have a position within an extra linguistic
institution.

11. Differences between those acts where the
corresponding illocutionary verb has a
performative use and those where it does not

Most illocutionary verbs have performative uses –
e.g. ‘state’, ‘promise’…. But one cannot perform
acts of e.g. ‘threatening’ by saying ‘I hereby
threaten’.

12. Differences in the style of performance of  the
illocutionary act

e.g. announcing and confiding need not involve any
difference in illocutionary point or propositional
content but only I the style of performance ……

 
 Table 3.1 Variations Among Illocutionary Acts23

Searle believed that the most important point of his findings was that “ there are

not, as Wittgenstein (on one possible interpretation) and many others have claimed, an

infinite or indefinite number of language games ….. if we adopt illocutionary point as the

basic notion on which to classify language, then there are a rather limited number of basic
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things we do with language: we tell people how things are, we try to get them to do

things, we express our feelings and attitudes and we bring out about changes through our

utterances. Often we do more than one of these at once in the same utterance.”24

Further discussion of the details of Speech Acts and its components and

mechanics can be found in Speech act theory and pragmatics25.  Another source is

provided by Savas Tsohatzidis26. He proposed a higher level discussion of all the

different approaches to Speech Act theory. He edited a book that focuses on

differentiating three approaches to the analysis of Speech Act theory, as the semantic

theory, as the pragmatic theory, and the grammatical structure theory.

3.3 The Language Action Model

Illocutionary acts, especially directives and comissives, and their consequences

are the foundation for the language/action model. Fernando Flores developed this view in

his dissertation Management and communication in the office of the future 27 at the

University of California at Berkeley. We will now show how Flores expanded the

foundations of Speech Act theory to get to an interpretation of work as a “network of

conversations” in a defined environment.

Flores defines his general premise the following way “Our basic assumption may

be stated in the following manner: We believe that today the conditions exist for

developing a theory of language and action with which the problems of communication

and management can be understood.”28

Communication in Flores’ work has a very specific definition and is used

interchangeably with the term ‘Conversation’. He defines it “Conversation [sic

                                                          
24 Searle, J. R.; A Taxonomy of  illocutionary acts; in Searle John R.; Expression and Meaning;
25 Searle, J.R., Kiefer, F. and Bierwisch, M.(editors); Speech Act theory and Pragmatics;
26 Tsohatzidis, S. L. editior; Foundations of speech act theory;
27 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
28 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
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communication] is the minimal unit of social interaction oriented towards the successful

performance of actions”29. Linguistic analysis up to this point does not require ‘social

interaction’ or  ‘performance of actions’ in the definition of communication.

Flores’ view of communication is based on the Speech Acts defined by Searle and

is enriched by adding the notion of commitment to the Speech Act. He states in different

sections “…a speaker making an utterance cannot avoid making commitments”30

“…when speaking a person commits himself to the intelligibility, truth, sincerity and

appropriateness of what he says”31. “ [commitments] have to do with the changing social

relationship between the speaker and the hearer brought about by the Speech Act.

..commitments concern the adequacy of the utterance, its ability to communicate that

which the speaker is attempting to present as a matter of mutual concern.”30

Action in Flores’ definition is described by the following “The crucial mistake of

many philosophical accounts of action is to reify the notion of action, attempting to

analyze it as physical movement made more complex by the presence of some ‘mental

states’. In our opinion, all these accounts miss the central point: action is something

deeply linguistic.”32

Flores models organizations as “networks of conversations [for action]”, which he

states as “There are surprisingly few basic conversational ‘building blocks’ (e.g.,

request/promise, offer/acceptance, and report/acknowledgement) which frequently recur

in these networks [of conversation] …….The central thesis may be stated briefly:

Organizations exist as networks of directives and comissives [i.e. conversations for

action].” 33 He explains the rational behind this fact the following way “Clearly,

businesses commonly encounter many requests, etc., with which they can deal by making

commitments with conditions of satisfaction that are basically similar from the point of

                                                          
29 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
30 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
31 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
32 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
33 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
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view of the business as a whole or of a large part of its organization. That is to say, these

commitments can be fulfilled by the activation of certain special networks of recurrent

conversations, where only certain details of the content of the conversations differ and

not their general structure. These networks of recurrent conversations constitute the core

of the organization; they are embodied as inter-communicating offices, each specializing

in fulfilling certain kinds of commitments.”34

The possibility of implementing these ideas into an actual tool was published two

years before the completion of his dissertation in a compendium of decision support

systems related issues. The paper focuses on the application portion of the language/

action philosophy in an office environment. Based on the hypothesis "organizations exist

as networks of directives and commissives"35, they present a tool that would facilitate

work in the office, later implemented and commercialized in Action’s Coordinator™.

Together with Terry Winograd, Flores expanded the Speech Act theory concept,

investigating further the concepts introduced in his thesis, constructing an expanded

taxonomy. Their studies and conclusions were published in 1986 in Understanding

Computers and Cognition36. The book also contains further insights into applications of

the Coordinator™ that have been gained since its conception and introduction as a

software tool on the market.

Aside from publishing their work and expanding on the language/action

philosophy Winograd and Flores founded a company, Action Technologies37, to

implement and test the philosophy in practical applications and to commercialize the tool

Flores had developed during his dissertation. This tool, the Coordinator™, was

introduced in 1985. The methodology was further refined with the introduction of the

second generation of coordination-centered tools, the Action Products Suite.

                                                          
34 Flores, F.; Management and communication in the office of the future;
35 Flores, F., Ludlow, J.J.; Doing and Speaking in the office; in Fick G. and Sprague R.H . Jr. Editors;

Decision Support Systems: Issues and Challenges;
36 Winograd, T., Flores, F.; Understanding Computers and Cognition: a new foundation for design;
37 Action Technologies Inc, http://www.actiontech.com
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Flores and the product development team at Action Technologies continued to

refine the concepts underlying their Coordinator™ tool.  Flores provides an in depth

description of the functionality of the tool in a paper presented in 198838. He summarizes

its core abilities “The Coordinator provides facilities for generating, transmitting, storing,

retrieving, and displaying records of moves in conversations”39.

Another point that needs clarification is the ‘conversation’ itself, i.e. the sequence

of Speech Acts. Why is this important? We have stated that we are particularly interested

in the Conversations for Action, since they are the ones that will actually strive to

advance the system. To distinguish these from other conversations that might be part of

the work process we want to be able to identify and name them correctly. We rely once

more on Flores’ work.

In his initial definition he used the term conversation exclusively for

conversations, that are now referred to as Conversations for Action (CFA). In 1988

Flores expanded on his view of Conversation40 to accommodate other types of

Conversations. He introduced the Conversations for Possibility (CFP) and for

Conversation (CFC). We relate these conversation types to Searle’s original classification

of Speech Acts below.41

1. Uttering words (morphemes, sentences) = performing utterance acts (CFP)

2. Referring and predication = performing propositional acts (CFC)

3. Stating, questioning, commanding, promising, etc. = performing illocutionary acts

(CFA)

4. Consequences or effects to illocutionary acts = performing perlocutionary acts (CFA)

                                                          
38 Flores, F., Graves, M., Hartfield, B., Winograd, T.; Computer Systems and the Design of Organizational

Interaction;
39 Flores, F, Graves, M., Hartfield, B., Winograd, T.; Computer Systems and the Design of Organizational

Interaction;
40 Flores, F.; The linguistic design of organizations;
41 Winograd provides a further expanded view of these Conversations in his paper A Language/Action

Perspective on the Design of Cooperative work;
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This view allows us to apply the same logic to other possible types of

conversations in business processes.

A refinement to the “Conversation for Action” was introduced in 1992. The initial

approach of facilitating conversations in the office was expanded to allow the mapping of

business processes in terms of conversation for action. To be able to do that the

representation of the conversation was expanded from the request/promise type to the

Proposal, Agreement, Performance, and Satisfaction. In the article published in 1992 the

loop representation of a conversation, called ActionWorkflow™ loop, is described the

following way “There is always an identified customer and a performer, and the loop

deals with a particular action that the performer agrees to complete to the satisfaction of

the customer. The loop proceeds in four phases:

1) Proposal:

The customer requests (or the performer offers) completion of a

particular action according to some stated Conditions of Satisfaction.

2) Agreement:

The two parties come to a mutual agreement on the Conditions of

Satisfaction, including the times by which further steps will be taken.

This agreement is only partially explicit in the negotiations, restricting

on a shared background of assumptions and standard practices.

3) Performance:

The performer declares to the customer that the action is complete.

4) Satisfaction:

The customer declares to the performer that the completion is

satisfactory.
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At any phase there may be additional actions, such as clarifications, further

negotiations about conditions, and changes of commitments by the participants.”42

Networks of these loops map out entire business processes.

Speech Acts
1. Request/Offer
2. Agree
3. Report Completion
4. Declare Satisfaction
5. Decline to Accept
6. Cancel
7. Decline
8. Revoke
9. Counteroffer
10. Agree to counter offer/request
11. Counter to counter offer/request
12. Decline counter offer

 
 Table 3.2 Basic Speech Acts in ActionWorkflow™ 43

 Experiences with an application of the methodology were published in 199644. At

that time the terminology had reached the current version, where Preparation is

substituted for Proposal and Acceptance is substituted for Satisfaction. This change in the

nomenclature leaves room for a broader interpretation of the Speech Acts occurring in

these phases. Further case studies are available at Action Technology’s website45

showing how the tool and the methodology have been used in varying environments and

industries.

                                                          
42 Medina-Mora, R., Winograd, T., Flores, R., Flores, F.; The Action Workflow approach to workflow
management technology;
43 Course Material Action Technologies; Advanced Workflow; Action Technology Inc., 1994
44 Medina-Mora, R., Cranton, K. W.; Action Workflow® in Use: Clark County Department of Business
License;
45 Action Technologies Inc, http://www.actiontech.com
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Figure 3.2 Overview of the Development of the Language/Action Model
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4. Critique of the ActionWorkflow™ Methodology
The ActionWorkflow™ approach specifically and the Conversations for Action

approach in general, for communicating, analyzing and modeling business processes have

been criticized and evaluated in application by several authors (Scherr, Pangaro,

Ljundberg and Holm, Denning)

In 1993 Scherr applied these principles to a classic business process analysis. He

points out a fundamental contribution of this approach with respect to accountability and

satisfaction “The most striking difference between this approach and the one usually used

to define processes is that classically only the procedural aspect of processes is

considered. For instance each step of the classic procedure is characterized by its inputs

and outputs. Little attention is paid to who is responsible for the actions being described.

…. The whole dimension of accountability is ignored”46. He continues “ .. allowances are

seldom made to negotiate additional requirements during the execution itself …Using the

customer supplier [performer] protocol makes it ‘natural’ and easy to determine

satisfaction on a transaction-by-transaction basis as part of the assessment.”46

A common critique of the ActionWorkflow™ method is that it does not address

the information content of Speech Acts. Pangaro’s 47 consulting white paper states

“Ironically ATI's "loop" leaves out anything explicit about the data itself”. Ljungberg and

Holm48 of the Göteborg University, Sweden also address this issue “In the conversation-

for-action approach, the information content of Speech Acts is ignored (Schmidt 1993).

The schema focuses on who is communicating when, and not on what is communicated.”

Our purpose is precisely to develop a solution to fill this void.

The language/action perspective enables modeling of business processes as

conversations among human beings. Winograd and Flores developed it into a practical

                                                          
46 Scherr, A. L.;A New Approach to Business Processes; page
47 Pangaro, P.; Critique of Action Technologies' "Business Process Methodology";
48 Ljungberg, J., Holm, P.; Speech Acts On Trial;
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tool for managing business processes, the ActionWorkflow™ methodology. Pangaro49

refers to this point in his critique stating “The methodology is pitched at the level of

interpersonal transactions. The conclusion must be that ATI's model declares that

business must/does/should operate under certain interpersonal transactions to be

effective.” This conclusion seems correct and is in fact a strength of the methodology.

Another common critique has to do with the effect that a coordination focused

approach of analyzing business processes and implementing solutions based on the

findings may have on an organization. Pangaro expresses a concern with the effect on

organizations of business process mapping in general “We must remember that any tool

that is applied by some individuals to design business processes, and whose results are

used (and not modified) by others, contains very strong implied values: top-down

dictation of process; hierarchical control; business as a predictable production line.”

Ljungberg and Holm also address that issue “……the hermeneutic argument developed

in (Winograd & Flores 1986) turns out to be a traditional control-oriented positivist

perspective in practice. The implication of this criticism is that the conversation-for-

action metaphor is unable to articulate work in other terms than obligations. It is only

valid in work domains characterized by explicit command and control structures

(Schmidt 1993)”. Ljungberg and Holm also indicate that the weakness may be less in the

method than with manners of application.

They also note that messages have particular meaning in a conversation and that a

pre-definition can be valuable “ ….. In the conversation-for-action schema, a one-to-one

mapping between specific utterances and illocutionary acts is taken for granted. A

message will either count as a request, a counter offer, a rejection, a promise, a

declaration, et cetera. In this context, however, the one-to-one mapping is designed.”

Ljungberg and Holm also examine Conversations for Actions from a conversation

science perspective “According to work in conversation analysis, conversational

                                                          
49 Pangaro, P.; Critique of Action Technologies' "Business Process Methodology";
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sequences are rarely structured in the way indicated by the conversation-for-action

schema, i.e. request - promise - assertion [completion] – declaration [of satisfaction].

Instead, certain kinds of utterances seem to go together in pairs, like question-answer,

greeting-greeting, offer-acceptance et cetera (Levinson 1983). This kind of pairing,

adjacency pairs, is an important characteristic of conversation.”

 The request - promise - assertion [completion] – declaration [of satisfaction]

definition that Ljungberg and Holm refer to really is the evolution of the notion of

conversations to that in the ActionWorkflow™ Business Process analysis technique.

Looking closely at the four utterances one may distinguish two pairs of Speech Acts

reflecting conversations for initiation of work and for its completion. As noted above the

initial approach of facilitating conversations in the office was expanded to allow the

mapping of business processes in terms of conversations for action, expanding from the

request/promise to the Proposal-Agreement-Performance-Satisfaction, the full loop

structure of the ActionWorkflow™ methodology.   This structure reflects the notion that

satisfaction is created in managing work not merely by making an offer and having it

agreed to, but by then completing the work and having acceptance by the satisfied

customer.

Denning et al. describe the implementation of a language/action based system for

curriculum management at George Mason University in Virginia.50 Experiences with an

application of the methodology were published in 199651.

In conclusion we can say that critics have made the following points about the

methodology:

•  It adds the notion of accountability to the Roles in the described process

•  It does not address the information conveyed in the Speech Acts

                                                          
50 Denning, P., Medina-Mora, R.; Case Study of Course Scheduling in a University;
51 Medina-Mora, R., Cranton, K. W.; Action Workflow® in Use: Clark County Department of Business
License;
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•  Depending on the implementation approaches results can lead to a control focus,

rigidity and a narrow definition of the process. These are not problems inherent to the

method.

•  There is a rich experience base in the use of the ActionWorkflow™ methodology
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5. Goals of the Research

Research Objective: To develop, apply and assess the utility of a

model-based approach of deriving

information elements that drive and support

the coordination of work

The goals to accomplish with this research objective consist of [1] the

development of a method based on the language/action philosophy to determine

information items, [2] the application of this method to analyze information support for

existing business processes, to [3] show the feasibility of designing an information

support system for New Product Development in textile and apparel and [4] the

assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of the method.

Goal 1: Develop an analysis technique based on the

language/action model of coordination systems using

Conditions of Satisfaction, to derive information items that

drive and support the described work.

The method to be developed will be based on the linguistic model of work

formulated by Flores and later revised by Flores and Winograd, which is based on Speech

Act theory. The method will use the fundamental building blocks of the methodology and

apply them differently to obtain more detailed analysis and understanding about the

investigated process.
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Goal 2: Demonstrate the method by applying it to well-understood

processes implemented in web sites.

The goal is to validate the method and establish its properties. We will attempt to

validate using existing systems as a benchmark. We hope to achieve a conclusive result

as to whether this can be viewed as a true validation.

The analysis might reveal that some information support required for the

coordination is missing.  This does not mean, that the coordination (or work) cannot be

accomplished at all, but that additional communications are needed that are outside of the

defined system. To illustrate the meaning a purchase order can be considered where the

system is set up to handle certain line items like quantity and price. In order to fill the

order additional clarification may be necessary, e.g. with respect to delivery conditions,

which might be communicated through e-mails, phone calls or faxes.

We apply the method to analyze the emerging area of ‘www’ based

commerce sites, namely ebay, e-trade, priceline.com.

Goal 3: Apply the method to determine the feasibility of designing

an information support system for textile New Product

Development.

New product development in textile and apparel is a complex process. The forces

driving the process are time constraints, anticipation of market factors, and the

uncertainty related to fashion and time trends. It is commonly described and managed by

using task lists, which are labeled Product Development Calendars. In this section we

apply the method to evaluate the potential of designing a system to provide information

support for New Product Development.
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Goal 4: Assess the robustness and usefulness of the method

The method will be assessed in its ability to produce a useful result efficiently and

with a reasonable learning curve. This will reveal opportunities and lead to

recommendations in which directions further development and future research might be

interesting.
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6. A Model Based Method for Conceptual Communication Design in

Coordination Systems
We now report on our method for specifying information elements for a given

business process based on Speech Act theory and the language/action model. We

summarize the elements generated from performing an ActionWorkflow™ analysis,

which we use in deriving information elements.

1. The Workflow Map of the business process. This is a representation of the “network

of conversations” in the ActionWorkflow™ format, specifying the customer and

performer of each conversation and detailed Workflows. A more formal definition is

provided below.

2. The Roles in the business process. For each workflow one or more of the specified

business process roles assumes the workflow roles called performer and customer.

Note that an organizational role is distinct from business process role and workflow

role.

3. The Conditions of Satisfaction associated with the conversations. These conditions

describe satisfactory performance of the work being offered or requested in each

workflow.

4. Speech Acts concluding the phases of each workflow (some of which may be

‘automatic’, or implicit).

The Workflow Map resulting from ActionWorkflow™ methodology is defined as

follows:

The Workflow Map is a tuple [Workflow, {Business Process Roles}], where

•  Workflow [Performer, {CoSp}], [Customer, {CoSc}, {phases}], such that ∀

Workflow, Performer ∈  Business Process Roles and Customer ∈  Business Process

Roles

•  CoSp and CoSc are a tuple [{Cosname}, {Cosvalue}]. Cosname and Cosvalue are text

strings that represent Conditions of Satisfaction or constraints. Conditions of

Satisfaction may vary from a Cosname with null value to a Cosname with a constant
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Cosvalue that can be applied over all instances of the workflow.

•  Phases [Name, Workflow Network, Speech Act], such that ∀  phases, Speech Act ∈

ActionWorkflow™ Speech Acts and Name ∈  {Preparation, Negotiation,

Performance, Acceptance}

•  Workflow Network is a directed graph of Workflow

•  ActionWorkflow™ Speech Acts {Request/Offer, Agree, Report Completion, Declare

Satisfaction, Decline to Accept, Cancel, Decline, Revoke, Counteroffer, Agree to

Counteroffer/Request, Counter to Counteroffer/Request, Decline Counteroffer}

A Workflow Map consists of a Primary Workflow and Business Process Roles.

Each Workflow has two Workflow Roles, the Customer and the Performer, which are

elements of the Business Process Roles. Each Workflow Role has Conditions of

Satisfaction (CoS) associated with the workflow, which has four phases. Each phase

consists of a Workflow Network and ends with a Speech Act that is an element of the 12

ActionWorkflow™ Speech Acts.

Flores hypothesized the existence of certain standard business ‘conversations’

“Clearly, businesses commonly encounter many requests, etc., with which they can deal

by making commitments with conditions of satisfaction that are basically similar from the

point of view of the business as a whole or of a large part of its organization. That is to

say, these commitments can be fulfilled by the activation of certain special networks of

recurrent conversations, where only certain details of the content of the conversations

differ and not their general structure. These networks of recurrent conversations

constitute the core of the organization; they are embodied as inter-communicating offices,

each specializing in fulfilling certain kinds of commitments.”52

At each instantiation of the process individuals in the organization take on

Business Process Roles in the Workflow and Workflow Map elements acquire specific

values. Conditions of Satisfaction are particularly interesting in this respect. Conditions

                                                          
52 Flores, F.; Management and Communication in the Office of the Future;
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of Satisfaction that can be re-applied each instantiation will tend to be represented as part

of the analysis. We distinguish among bound Conditions of Satisfaction in the analysis,

those that acquire value at workflow instantiation, and those that vary dynamically over

the instance of the workflow

Note that Conditions of Satisfaction may also exist that apply in a workflow, that

are not identified at any stage of the workflow analysis or instantiation. Therefore we say

that the Conditions of Satisfaction determined through the ActionWorkflow analysis

represent a subset of the actual complete set of Conditions of Satisfaction (cosc) about the

work being done (in any instantiation). We will call this set the identified set of

Conditions of Satisfaction (cosi). On the other hand we can claim from experience that it

is possible to identify a set of generally applicable and valid Conditions of Satisfaction,

making the analytical exercise useful.

Thus far we have identified various categories of Conditions of Satisfaction,

based on whether they are identified, and at what point a value is bound to the Condition

of Satisfaction.

•  The complete set of Conditions of Satisfaction (cosc)

•  The identified set of Conditions of Satisfaction (cosi)

•  Conditions of Satisfaction bound in the Workflow map (coswm)

•  Conditions of Satisfaction  bound at instantiation (coswi)

•  Conditions of Satisfaction dynamically varying (cosdv)

In general the workflow process results in a monotonic movement of Cosvalue

from broad constraint to determined value.

Note that the data type referenced is a Well Formed Data Elements, described in

some detail in section 6.7.
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6.1 Deriving Information Elements

What is actually meant by ‘specifying information elements that will drive and

support coordination processes?’ With the four ActionWorkflow™ elements listed above

we can examine the information elements in the context of the conversations that take

place. We identify three categories of information elements pertaining to a workflow

system. The Workflow Map, ‘the network of conversations’, represents all possible states

and transitions of the system. The Speech Act effects the transition, i.e. the change of

state of the workflow instantiation.

1. The system description

2. The current state of the workflow instantiation

3. Transition information

Each workflow may be in one of 10 possible states. The state of the Workflow

Map is the sum of all the states of all the Workflows in the map. Possible states and

transitions of a simple workflow are illustrated below.

Figure 6.1 Possible States and Transitions of a Single Workflow

Preparation Countered

Negotiation

Closed Satisfied

Closed Declined

Performance

Closed Revoked

Closed Canceled

Acceptance
No Agreement

Acceptance
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Information in categories one and two above, i.e. system description and system

state, have been described and fully implemented.

The third category addresses information communicated and accessed in the

business process defined in the Workflow map. Information elements that support these

conversations are either (1) communicated in standardized Speech Acts or (2) accessed in

order to establish/clarify/resolve the conversation. We consider each of these separately.

The optimal terminal state of the system is ‘Closed Satisfied’. In order to achieve

this terminal state all instantiated Workflows of the system have to be ‘Closed Satisfied’.

A workflow is ‘Closed Satisfied’ if and only if all Conditions of Satisfaction associated

with the workflow roles of this workflow are fulfilled. The set of Conditions of

Satisfaction is defined as the set of conditions that must be met for the Customer to

declare satisfaction, or for the workflow state to be ‘Closed Satisfied’. We say that the

elements of the Speech Act communicate values of the Conditions of Satisfaction of the

workflow roles.

6.2 Type I: Standardized Speech Act Content

All Speech Acts contain information elements. We postulate that the information

content of a Speech Act or communication is entirely a function of the Conditions of

Satisfaction in the workflow in which the Speech Act occurs. We say that the purpose of

the Speech Act is to take care of the Conditions of Satisfaction of the speaker and listener

of the Speech Act, i.e. the Customer and Performer of the workflow. To illustrate these

concepts consider each of the Speech Acts in the ActionWorkflow™ methodology such

as Offers, Requests, Agreements, Reports of Completion, and Declarations of

Satisfaction.
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Speech Act Speaker Listener Description of the Speech Act SA Elements

Offer Performer Customer Here are the conditions I will provide
and the conditions I require in order to
carry out the work

CoSp
CoSc

Request Customer Performer Here are conditions I require to be
satisfied and the conditions I promise to
provide in return

CoSp
CoSc

Counter Offer Performer Customer Here are conditions I require and will
provide in response to the conditions
you have offered

CoSp
CoSc

Counter
Request

Customer Performer Here are conditions I will provide and
require in response to the conditions
you have requested

CoSp
CoSc

Agreement Performer/
Customer

Performer/
Customer

These are the conditions  that if
fulfilled the workflow will be closed
satisfied

CoSp
CoSc

Report of
Completion

Performer Customer These are the conditions I have fulfilled
(values and categories

CoSp
CoSc

Declaration of
Satisfaction

Customer Performer I assert that the conditions of the
agreement have been met

CoSp
CoSc

Decline Performer/
Customer

Performer/
Customer

I don’t agree to the conditions
offered/requested

CoSp
CoSc

Revoke Performer Performer I no longer commit to fulfill the
conditions offered or agreed to

CoSp
CoSc

Cancel Customer Customer I declare the workflow to be terminated CoSp
CoSc

 
 Table 6.1 The Nature and Elements of the possible Speech Acts

 

A ‘Request’ is the Speech Act used by a Customer in a workflow to begin a

process that will lead to the completion of the task requested. An effective request

contains the information about what the customer wants to have accomplished. The

identified conditions are captured as Conditions of Satisfaction in the Workflow analysis.

The ‘Closed Satisfied’ state is defined by the elements contained in the Customer’s

Conditions of Satisfaction. A good request will also capture the Performer’s Conditions

of Satisfaction to be able to do the work, which the Customer making the request is

willing to provide. The Standardized Speech Act Content (SSAC) support for this Speech

Act should provide the Cosname and enable the specification of the Cosvalue as needed.

At the request stage these variable Conditions will assume an initial value, which may

vary as the workflow progresses through subsequent phases.
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The Speech Act called ‘Agreement’ occurs when Customer and Performer

commit to a set of Conditions of Satisfaction that enable the work to reach the ‘Closed

Satisfied’ state upon their fulfillment. Agreement occurs as a declaration of what

Conditions of Satisfaction of the Customer the Performer agrees to and what Conditions

of Satisfaction of the Performer are to be provided.

Similarly the Speech Acts Report of Completion and Declaration of Satisfaction

are a function of the Conditions of Satisfaction of the Customer and the Performer. The

Report of Completion declares that certain Conditions of Satisfaction have been met; we

say that the Declaration of Satisfaction acknowledges the completion of these Conditions

of Satisfaction.

Thus, we say that the essential information elements in Speech Acts represent

Conditions of Satisfaction. Therefore for each Speech Act one may envision that the

SSAC will contain representations of Cosnames, constrained Cosvalues and constant

Cosvalues. Cosvalues may be altered at the point of instantiation and possibly throughout

the workflow. To support this resolution process of Cosvalues an information system

must represent resolved Cosvalues in the schema, and enable the dynamic resolution of

the remaining Cosvalues.

6.3 Type II: Additional Deliberative Information

Following the Heideggerian tradition Flores describes an approach to decision

making. “Understanding rests on this background of possibilities …. ‘Possibilities’ are

not the kinds of logical alternatives that an analyst may describe …..[they] arise within an

actual situation, they constitute our field of action (situation)”53. Hubert Dreyfus’

interpretation of the Heideggerian background of possibility reads as follows “Thus the

background of possibility necessary for there to be a particular choice can be viewed as a

restriction on what is factically possible (situatedness), or it can equally be viewed as the

                                                          
53 Flores, F.; Management and Communication in the Office of the Future;
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self-definition of Dasein who is doing the choosing (understanding).”54 This definition of

“listening and relevance” led Flores to an interpretation of decision making as follows.55

He proposes a view that identifies decision making not as “the process of rationally

choosing among alternatives” rather as “the process of reaching resolution”. To resolve

the initial state of ‘irresolution’ a set of information elements are collected that will lead

to the formulation of ‘concrete set of alternatives’. The discussion, in whatever form,

about these information elements he calls ‘deliberation’, which ultimately yields

‘resolution’. This is in contrast with approaches that frame decision-making as an

optimization problem or a state space search.

Information that enables the speaker to narrow the set of possibilities to reach

resolution may not be just about the particular SSAC being evaluated but also about a

number of related topics, such as

•  Standards

•  Historic information

•  Comparables

•  Terminology

•  Classification

•  Code Interpretation

We call this set of information elements Additional Deliberative Information

(ADI). This complex set of supporting, non standard, situationally varying data must also

be understood to design excellent support for coordinated action.  This set of information

elements similarly to the previous set, also is related to the Conditions of Satisfaction of

various Business Process Roles. ADI must enable one to evaluate alternatives to

determine what are Conditions of Satisfaction that pertain to this work, to what extent

they are fulfilled, etc.. ADI enables the speaker to deliberate among the possibilities to

reach resolution on what should be communicated, i.e. requested, agreed to, etc..

                                                          
54 Dreyfus, H.; Heidegger’s Existential Phenomenology;
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We define the ADI in a “calculus like” manner. Our concern is with the

description of the information and not with specifying an algebraic function to determine

the actual data content. Because of its open-ended nature, ADI will be best illustrated

through the example in section 6.6.

6.4 Optimizing Standardized Communications

We have shown the general approach to use Conditions of Satisfaction to

determine SSAC as well as to describe the additional information support that may be

required to enable resolution of the Speech Act. We now introduce the notion of a filter

to minimize the content of SSAC to that which is necessary. To enumerate Conditions of

Satisfaction exhaustively would lead to an overspecification and an unmanageable

number of information elements in the Speech Act.

How can we determine what information elements have to be stated explicitly and

which ones can be left out of the communication. The filter relies on a concept developed

by Flores in his thesis based on the interpretation of language theory. Flores defines the

“background of listening and relevance”, which is also referred to as the “background of

obviousness”. Listening is the first piece, which he breaks into two components

“…understanding: the ability to anticipate in a way that allows one to see immediately

what is possible. …The second … mood is something that we are, that we create with our

presence. Mood and understanding are two dimensions of the background [of

obviousness] where our interpretive listening dwells”56.

The information elements that are required to communicate the Conditions of

Satisfaction imbedded in the Speech Acts, e.g. Request, Offer, Agreement, etc., are

generally selected by the role initiating the conversation. The person formulating the

Speech Act relies on his/her Background of Obviousness (BoO) and his/her estimation of

the shared BoO to determine information elements relevant to the conversation.
                                                                                                                                                                              
55 Flores, F.; Management and Communication in the Office of the Future;
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It may not always be easy to distinguish whether certain information elements are

part of the BoO or are required to be communicated. Further, the BoO of the customer

and the performer may grow and change, and is therefore a moving target. The BoO

varies with the richness of the history shared by performers and customers of the

workflows, and the duration and depth of their relationship.

Other factors might also lead to a reduction of the SSAC. These include

economical reasons, e.g. the cost of acquiring the information to resolve the Conditions

of Satisfaction, location restrictions, etc.

Therefore there exists a complete set of Conditions of Satisfaction, which may be

difficult to determine and a measure for completeness can not be obtained. The set of

Conditions of Satisfaction actually communicated are those that are in the awareness of

or accessible to the issuer of the utterance further reduced by those that are members of

the shared BoO.

We call these Conditions of Satisfaction omitted from the identified set filtered

Conditions of Satisfaction (cosfi). The resulting set are the Conditions of Satisfaction

actually communicated, i.e. included in the Speech Act (cossa).

Figure 6.2 Conditions of Satisfaction included in a Speech Act

                                                                                                                                                                              
56 Flores, F.; Management and Communication in the Office of the Future;

cossa = cosi - cosfi; such that cosi  ⊆  cosc

cosi : Identified Conditions of Satisfaction
cosc : Complete Set of Conditions of Satisfaction
cosfi : Conditions filtered (omitted) from the Identified
Conditions of Satisfaction
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6.5 Extra System Communication

As an expected outcome of the approach for design of information support for

coordination, there will exist a category of information elements that are not supported by

systems developed using it. We call this set of communications Extra System

Communications (ESC). Since the method provides for a filtering step to determine the

Conditions of Satisfaction supported in the systems as cossa then necessarily ESC exists.

A measure of effective analysis is a narrow awareness gap, i.e.  cosc <> cosi. This

will reduce the extra system communication to a minimum depending on correct

estimation of the BoO and cosfi for all instantiations.

Figure 6.3 Definitions of Gaps in the Collection of Conditions of Satisfaction

6.6 Illustration example

We illustrate the method by applying it to a simple but familiar example, a visit to

a Restaurant.

Elements from the Workflow™ analysis

•  The Workflow Map [Provide Meal, Business Process Roles {Customer, Waiter,

Restaurant Owner}]

•  Workflow [Customer = Customer, {CoSc}, Performer = Waiter, {CoSp}, {phases}]

•  Phases = {Preparation, Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}

These elements are obtained from the ActionWorkflow™ analysis. Information

elements in SSACs are summarized in the following table.

Awareness Gap: cosc - cosi
Omission Gap: cosi - cossa

ESC ⊆  cosc - cossa
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Speech Act Speaker Listener Description of the
Speech Act

SA Elements Examples

Offer Waiter/
Restaurant
Owner

Customer Menu CoSp: e.g.{ price, $value),
{preptime, minute value}
CoSc e.g. {meat variety, beef}

Counter Offer Waiter Customer Menu item with
altered main
ingredient

CoSp e.g. {price, $value},
{preptime, new minute value}
CoSc e.g. {meat variety, pork}

Agreement Customer Waiter Order with
specification. I agree
to pay (implicit)

CoSp e.g. {price, $ value}
CoSc e.g.  {menu item, name}, side
dish, beans}

Report of
Completion

Waiter Customer Waiter serving the
food

Implicit

Declaration of
Satisfaction

Customer Waiter /
Restaurant
Owner

Customer paying the
bill and/or leaving
feedback

Implicit

Decline Customer Waiter Customer leaves
without ordering

Cancel Customer Restaurant
Owner

Customer leaves
without dining

 Table 6.2 Speech Acts and Elements in a Restaurant
 

These SSACs refer to a regular visit to a Restaurant. The Offer is an explicit

written Speech Act that represents the standard items available in the Restaurant called

the menu. The Restaurant Owner compiles it during preparation. In the Agreement the

item(s) desired and options are communicated. The Report of Completion is

accomplished by serving the food and the Declaration of Satisfaction in effecting the

payment and/or leaving feedback.

There may be ADI included on the Menu.  For example the degree of doneness of

meat (rare, medium, etc.) in terms of cooking time, which allows the customer to evaluate

menu items with respect to her/his preference.

The Background of Obviousness may be applied (correctly or incorrectly) by

assuming that there is no need for stating that tea represents sweetened iced tea.

The ESC may appear in Negotiation, if the Customer needs to have additional

information on menu items, not provided on the menu. For example the degree of
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spiciness of a menu item or the provenience or source of meat may be Conditions of

Satisfaction that require ESC.

6.7 Note on Well Formed Data Elements

In traditional databases well formed data elements are defined by their format and

size. Database terminology defines a data item as a field in database of a certain data type

and maximum length.57

Well Formed Data Elements (WFDEs) to support Workflows are defined less

restrictively. A WFDE will be defined as a piece of information of a known type and

format. It is further required that a set or function of WFDEs will yield a WFDE. A

purchase order, for example consists of a finite number of WFDEs, such as date, item(s),

number ordered, price each, total order amount, etc. Each individual field is a WFDE and

the collection is also a WFDE. Based on the definition of the WFDE it is not required that

it be decomposable into the original individual WFDEs.

The information contained in a Speech Act is a set of WFDEs.

6.8 Summary

In the above we have described our method to design information support for

coordination systems. We use key elements from an ActionWorkflow™ analysis

including the business process map, roles, and the participants’ Conditions of Satisfaction

about the work being done and also using our approach to decision-making we defined

two sets of information elements, Standardized Speech Act Content (SSAC) and

Additional Deliberative Information (ADI). We then introduce filters and the concept of

background of obviousness to arrive at a minimal set of pertinent information elements.

This is our approach to specify an information system to drive and support a coordination

process.

                                                          
57 McFadden, F. R., Hoffer, J. A.; Database Management;
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7. Application of the Method to Analyze Communication Designs

7.1 Introduction

The following section will illustrate the application of our method to assess

communication support provided by existing service applications in the area of Internet

based e-commerce. We will present a few sample analyses to display the potential of our

method. The examples chosen are ebay, an auction provider, e-trade, an investment firm,

and priceline.com, a reverse auction site. The analysis will focus on the structured

description of the business process, the assessment of the communication support

provided by the site owner, and considerations on SSAC, ADI, and ESC.

7.1.1 Note: How to read an ActionWorkflow™ map

ActionWorkflow™ maps are read from the left clockwise. Secondary Workflows

in each phase must complete for the phase to complete. Subworkflows are read in the

order indicated by connectors. Conditionals, splitters (parallel flows) and rendezvous

points are used.

7.2  ebay

7.2.1 Introduction

Ebay, an internet-based auction site, supports the communication between sellers

and buyers. The ebay application was used as a basis to define the auction process’ scope,

and to obtain the Speech Acts, the process map, and the roles in the process. In this case

we do not use the method to develop requirements, but rather apply it in reverse to make

explicit the coordination structure implied in the application. Evaluation of specific

instance related concerns is not possible analytically.
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7.2.2 Scope and Process Description

Based on (a) user roles supported, (b) exchanges or communications supported,

(c) a general understanding of an auction process, (d) the process description provided by

the site owner, and (e) the notion of a complete workflow loop, an ActionWorkflow™

description of the business process is derived. The process map in Figure 7.1 represents

this process.

 Purchasing Transaction 

 Buyer  Seller 

 Compile Offer 
 Buyer  ebay 

 Seller 

 Place Bid 1 

 Seller Bidder 

 Check Bid Status 
 Bidder  ebay 

 Make Payment 

 Seller  Buyer 

Figure 7.1 Process Map of the ebay Auction Business Process
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 We define the elements we obtain from the analysis the following way:
The ebay Workflow Map is the tuple [Purchasing Transaction, {Buyer, Seller, ebay}], where
•  Examples for CoSperformer and CoScsutomer (also to be seen in the screen prints below)

•  CoSseller
Cosname Cosvalue

Payment Methods (Money Order, Personal Check, ..)
Ebay online payments (Yes/No )
Escrow (Buyer pays, Seller pays, Will not accept)
Where will you ship US only, worldwide (constrained list)
Price Minimum Bid, Bid Increments, Reserve Price

•  CoSbuyer
Cosname Cosvalue

Price (Bid) Max Bid
Location State (US) or Country, (fixed value)
Category Range or fixed value
Credit Card Payment desired Yes/No
Gallery Yes/No
Picture Yes/No

Purchasing Transaction [Seller, {CoSseller}], [Buyer, {CoSbuyer}],
[Preparation, Seller Offer],
[Negotiation

(Place Bid [Buyer, {CoSbuyer}], [Seller, {CoSseller}],
[Preparation

(Compile Offer [ebay, {CoSebay}], [Seller, {CoSseller}], {Preparation , Negotiation, Performance,
Acceptance}

ebay offer],
[Negotiation, Agreement to Bid on Specific Item]
[Performance, Place Bid]
[Acceptance,

(Check Bid Status [ebay {CoSebay}], [buyer, {CoSbuyer},
[Performance, Notify outbid]
[Acceptance, Notify Buyer and Seller]

Notify Buyer and Seller*]
(Make Payment, [Buyer, {CoSbuyer}], [Seller, {CoSseller}],

[Performance, Make Payment]
[Acceptance, Acknowledge Payment Receipt]

Acknowledge Payment Receipt*]
[Performance, Report Item shipped]
[Agreement, Item received and Conditions of Satisfaction met]

This workflow may be described as follows. The ebay work process has three

distinct roles, the seller, the buyer and the ebay auction engine. The seller creates an offer

(WF: ‘Purchasing Transaction’; SA: Offer). Ebay compiles an offer to the potential buyer

that comprises many individual offers (WF: Compile Offer, SA: offer in Place Bid’

Workflow). The bidder/buyer chooses what to bid on (WF: Place Bid, SA: Agreement),
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and the then places a bid in the selected auction (WF: Place Bid, SA: Report of

Completion). Ebay coordinates among the different bidders until the auction closes (WF:

Check bid status, SA: multiple Report Complete and Declaration of Satisfaction).  Upon

completion the Seller and the Buyer are notified (WF: Place Bid, SA: Declaration of

Satisfaction). The Buyer sends payment to the Seller (WF: Make Payment, SA: Report

Complete). Upon reception of the payment the seller ships the good to the buyer (WF:

Make Payment, Declaration of Satisfaction; WF: Purchasing Transaction, Report

Complete). The buyer acknowledges the receipt of the auctioned item and also

communicates conformance with the agreed conditions (WF: Purchasing Transaction,

SA: Declaration of Satisfaction).

Note that in this instance we carry out an analysis, without being in contact with

participants who take on roles in the process, in order to determine the operative

Conditions of Satisfaction. However the system designer must make an assessment of

Conditions of Satisfaction, which are to be supported in the user interfaces, and how and

when a Cosname should be bound to a Cosvalue as constant or constrained.

Figure 7.2 below displays a screen capture of the ‘Sell Item’ form. The ‘Sell Item’

form lets the seller assemble the offer. The Standardized Speech Act Content is present in

the form of fields to fill in. There we can clearly see the distinction between Cosname

and Cosvalue. Cosname is the label of the box and Cosvalue refers to the string to be

entered.
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Figure 7.2 Middle of ‘Sell Item’ form

7.2.3 Communication Support

Through the mapping of the process and the analysis of the Speech Acts we have

determined where support for coordination is needed. Table 7.1 illustrates the Speech

Acts to be supported in such an auction application.
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Workflow Speech Act Performer Customer
Purchasing Transaction Offer: fill in sale item screen Seller Buyer
Place Bid Offer: browseable auction screens ebay Buyer
Place Bid Agreement: fill in bid screen Buyer Seller
Place Bid Agreement: confirm Bid ebay Bidder
Place Bid Report Complete: confirmation  e-

mail
ebay Bidder

Check Bid Status  Report Complete: Auction status
e-mail

ebay Bidder

Place Bid Report Complete: E-mail to seller/
buyer

ebay Seller/ Buyer

Make Payment Report Complete: Payment made Buyer Seller
Purchasing Transaction Agreement: Payment received Seller Buyer
Purchasing Transaction Report of Completion: Item

shipped
Seller Buyer

Purchasing Transaction Declaration of Satisfaction: Item
received and meets Conditions of
Satisfaction agreed upon

Buyer Seller

Purchasing Transaction Declare Satisfied :leave feedback Seller/ Buyer Seller/ Buyer

Table 7.1 Speech Acts to be Supported in an Auction Process

Note that some of these Speech Acts are overloaded, i.e. one action covers

multiple Speech Acts of different Workflows, due to the nature of the modeling

technique.
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Figure 7.3 Graphical Representation of Speech Acts Supported on ebay

This part of the analysis allows identification of Speech Acts not supported by ebay

and demonstrates a structured way to identify enhancements to the system. The following

communications may be suggested as enhancements:

•  Report Complete on Payment

•  Declare Satisfaction: payment received

•  Report Complete: item sent

•  Declare Satisfaction: item received

Ebay may make a strategic choice not to support these communications based on

a variety of considerations.
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7.2.4 Information Elements

Designing or analyzing communications in the context of goal-oriented

coordinated action leads directly to a defined set of Conditions of Satisfaction that

constitutes, if fulfilled, the terminal system state of ‘Closed Satisfied’. The goal of the

communications and hence the communication application must therefore be the

management of these Conditions of Satisfaction.

We have observed a pattern in work processes that reveals three distinctly

different types of work. These are (a) work that is done to generate ADI information, (b)

work that is concerned with generating ‘possibilities’ from which to choose, and (c) work

that addresses the fulfillment of defined Conditions of Satisfaction. We will return to this

distinction in our design example and elaborate on its importance.

By applying the method we can determine in an application which information

elements are part of the SSAC, which are ADI and which support ESC. We have to

emphasize that we apply the method no to design an application but rather to analyze an

existing application and its implicit coordination model. Since we say that these

communications address Conditions of Satisfaction we can identify cossa and can

conjecture about the Awareness Gap and the Omission Gap and the need for ESCs.

7.2.5 SSAC Analysis

All elements that appear on forms (screens) of the applications must be of one of

the information elements previously described, we can determine for the cossa addressed

at what point the Cosname is bound to its Cosvalue.

The ‘Place Bid’ form shown below displays mainly Seller Conditions of

Satisfaction communicated such as (Payment, Escrow, Shipping, Currently, First Bid,

Bid Increments, Location). Their value has been bound earlier when the seller completed

the ‘Sell Item’ form. The only Condition subject to negotiation is price. Its value is bound

when the auction closes, i.e. at the end of Acceptance of the ‘Place Bid workflow’. All
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other Conditions of Satisfaction can be bound at the offer stage, i.e. the seller is fixing the

values when filling in the ‘sell item’ form. Those that are not bound are open for

negotiation but non-price negotiation is not supported by the ebay application. The effect

of this is that no buyer will enter the workflow if the prescribed Conditions of

Satisfaction do not match her/his own set of Conditions of Satisfaction.

Figure 7.4 The ‘Place Bid’ Form

7.2.6 ADI Analysis

ADI for the ebay process is best explained taking as an example the Condition of

Satisfaction concerning the reliability of the seller, which can be determined by

examining the entries in the seller’s feedback profile. A link to the seller’s profile is

incorporated in ebay’s form. This type of information is not related to the transaction

itself but may be accessed by the buyer to determine whether or not she or he should

engage in a transaction with the seller in question.

SSAC

ADI

ESC
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7.2.7 Conclusion

We conclude that the application of our method reveals that the ebay process

revolves around coordination and that the coordination support is incomplete. The

resolution process for the Conditions of Satisfaction is not fully addressed and focuses

only on the active resolution of one condition. All other non-matching Conditions will

eliminate a potential buyer from entering the auction or are left to be resolved after the

auction closes. In contrast to traditional auction houses does ebay not support the process

until the ‘Closed Satisfied’ state is reached, i.e. the transaction is completed.

We have illustrated through this example how Buyer and Seller manage

Conditions of Satisfaction through two Speech Acts: the Offer (sell item form) and the

bid during negotiation leading to an agreement (place bid form). ADI and ESC are also

illustrated.

7.2.8 Additions

The above analysis was undertaken and completed in early fall of 2000. Since its

completion the service provider ebay has made some changes to its site to allow for

tracking of payments and shipments. To accommodate those changes ebay has included

third party offerings into their website. We hypothesize that changes were made due to

customer requests or complaints. Therefore we conclude that ebay would have highly

profited to apply our method for communication design to their website. We further claim

that the actual changes made to accommodate these user needs could be even further

reaching, since the user is restricted by the options of the third party provider. If other

options are chosen than the ones available through these service providers, tracking

support is still not provided.

We believe that this example supports our claim that our approach and method is

valid and will lead to satisfying design results at least for this particular application.
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7.3 e-trade

7.3.1 Introduction, Scope and Process Description

The internet-based brokerage firm e-trade supports communication between a

stockbroker and an online investor. ActionWorkflow™ elements, Scope and Process

Description are derived identically to the ebay example.

 Buy/Sell Investment Vehicles 

 Individual Online Investor  Program/Broker 

 Status of other stocks of interest 
 Individual Online Investor  Program/Broker 

 Provide info on portfolio and account 
 Individual Online Investor  Program/Broker 

 General Market Info 
 Individual Online Investor  Program/Broker 

 Buy/Sell 
 Program/Broker  Stock Market Floor 

 Resolve Conflict 
 Individual Online Investor  Program/Broker 

Figure 7.5 e-trade Business Process Workflow™ Representation

We define the elements we obtain from the analysis the following way:
The e-trade Workflow Map is the tuple [Buy/Sell Investment Vehicles, {Individual Online Investor (IOI),
Program/Broker (P/B), Stock Market Floor (SMF)}], where
•  Examples for CoSperformer and CoScustomer (also to be seen in the screen prints below)

•  CoSIOI
Cosname Cosvalue

Transactions {Buy, Sell, Sell Short, Buy to Cover}
Number of Shares Numerical entry (constrained through account

status)
Stock Symbol Text string
Term Constraint on Transaction (time)
Price Numeric entry (has constraint options)
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•  CoSP/B
Cosname Cosvalue

Trading password Match with database entry
Account number Unique customer account number
Number of Shares Numeric entry (constrained by account status)

Purchasing Transaction [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], [Individual Online Investor, {CoSIOI}],
[Preparation,

(Status of other stocks of interest [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], [Individual Online Investor,
{CoSIOI}], {Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}
(Provide information on portfolio and account [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], [Individual Online
Investor, {CoSIOI}], {Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}
(General Market information  [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], [Individual Online Investor, {CoSIOI}],
{Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}

Individual Online Investor Request],
[Negotiation, Agreement to arrange the buy/sell of Investment vehicle]
[Performance,

(Buy/Sell [Stock Market Floor, {CoSSMF}], [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], { Performance,
Acceptance}

Report buy/sell complete]
[Agreement,

(Resolve Conflict [Program/Broker, {CoSP/B}], [Individual Online Investor, {CoSIOI}], {
Performance, Acceptance}

Declare Satisfaction with Transaction]

This definition may be read as follows. The e-trade work process has three

distinct roles, the Individual Online Investor, the Broker/Program, and the Stock Market

Floor. In Preparation the Individual Online Investor is provided with information about

the current situation of the Market. Based on her/his Conditions of Satisfaction a

customization is enabled that will be negotiated in each of the subworkflows in

Preparation. Note that the Workflows in Preparation are serving the purpose to create

ADI necessary for the generation of the Request. This type of work that does not directly

affect the Conditions of Satisfaction of the Main Workflow, but helps to enumerate

different combinations of Cosvalues for various alternatives, seems to be fairly common

in most work processes. We will discuss this phenomenon in a later section. The

Cosvalues are bound at the request stage. The work in Negotiation determines the

legitimacy of request. Upon approval Agreement is reached and the transaction induced.

The Report of Completion is the notification of the completion of the Transaction. The

last transaction before the ‘Closed Satisfied’ state is the Acknowledgement of satisfactory

completion of the work.
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Figure 7.6 ADI Generation Workflows in Preparation

The screen captions shown in Figure 7.6 represent the basis for negotiating the

content of the ADI used to generate the Request in the Buy/Sell Investment vehicles

workflow. These Workflows do not directly address the Conditions of Satisfaction of the

Buy/Sell Investment vehicles workflow itself, but help the Individual Online Investor

deliberate among options that will satisfy higher order Conditions of Satisfaction. These
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Conditions of Satisfaction have to do with profit, risk and other Conditions of

Satisfaction associated with investing. We will dedicate an extra section on concerns with

these types of Workflows

7.3.2 Determining Communication Support:

Through the mapping of the process and the analysis of the Speech Acts we have

determined where support for coordination is needed. We are now able to contrast the

results of the analysis with the support provided by e-trade. Table 7.2 summarizes the

findings of this comparison and Figure 7.7 provides a graphical representation.

Speech Act Performer Customer e-trade
Supported

Yes/No
Request: General Market Information Program/Broker IOI Yes
Report Complete: Customized Display Yes
Request: Portfolio Information Program/Broker IOI Yes
Report Complete Portfolio Rep Yes

Request: Status of Stocks Interested Program/Broker IOI Yes
Report Complete: Stock Status Screen Yes
Request: Place an Buy/Sell order IOI Program/Broker Yes
Agreement: Acknowledge the Buy/Sell order IOI Program/Broker Yes
Report Complete: Confirmation e-mail and
updated portfolio info

Program/Broker IOI Yes

Declare satisfied: declare satisfaction with
transaction

IOI Program/Broker Implicit if
positive other
ESC

 Table 7.2 Speech Acts Support by e-trade
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Figure 7.7 Speech Acts Support on e-trade

The analysis displayed that the service provider, e-trade in this case, provides all

the necessary transaction support. An exception is the resolve conflict workflow. The

content of this transaction is only foreseeable at the time of Agreement and therefore hard

to implement. An ESC represents an easy way to account for the possibility of this

transaction, since it only occurs in the case of a breakdown, otherwise is the Declare

Satisfied Speech Act implicit.

7.3.3 SSAC Analysis

Besides the faculty of categorizing information elements contained in forms we

can, here again, determine at what point the Cosname of Conditions of Satisfaction is

bound to its Cosvalue. The ‘Sell Stock’ form shows all Individual Online Investor

Conditions of Satisfaction. Their value has been bound when the Individual Online

Investor completed the ‘Sell Stock’ form.  All Conditions of Satisfaction are determined

in the request. The workflow will reach ‘Closed Satisfied’ if the Individual Online

Investor is authorized to demand the transaction and if a match in the market can be
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achieved. The second condition is restricted by the time Cosvalue of the Term Cosname

of the Individual Online Investor.

Figure 7.8 The ‘Enter Stock Order’ form

7.3.4 ADI Analysis

The e-trade example displays a very interesting feature that has been found in

various work processes. An integral part of the initial work done in the process does not

address Conditions of Satisfaction related to the actual transaction at hand. It elucidates

Conditions of Satisfaction in a higher order workflow that deal with the Conditions of

Satisfaction of the individual investor with respect to risk, profit maximization and other

Conditions of Satisfaction usually associated with portfolio management. Even the ADI

generation work has ADI that supports Speech Act formation and deliberation. These

ADI are of the ‘manual’ kind, i.e. explaining and clarifying the meaning of what the

content of the field has to be.
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7.3.5 Conclusion
The analysis brought forth that most of the Speech Acts required to complete the

transaction are supported. Another finding was that there seems to a potential pattern,

especially in request Workflows that work in preparation centers on information

provision that will ultimately lead to the formulation of the request.

7.4 Priceline.com

7.4.1 Introduction, Scope and Process Description

Priceline.com is covering a new area of auctions that initiate with a fixed price

and have service providers compete for the business. In essence can this process be

compared to a travel agent finding the best-priced ticket for a particular itinerary. The

main difference is that the Cosvalue for the Customer has to be fixed instead of being a

function, which potentially leaves a better business opportunity for the broker.

Priceline.com enables the negotiation of an agreement between an air transport service

provider and a customer. We apply the same analysis framework to determine the

ActionWorkflow™ elements, the Scope and the Process Description as in the e-bay

example.

 Find Transportation Supplier 

 Customer  Priceline 

 Provide Airtransport 

 Customer  Selected air l ine 

 Negotiate with Airline 
 Priceline  Airl ine 

 Provide Normal Flight Price Information 
 Customer  Priceline 

 Provide Best Fligth Date Info 
 Customer  Priceline 

Figure 7.9 The Priceline.com Airline Ticket Business Process
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We define the elements we obtain from the analysis the following way:
The e-trade Workflow Map is the tuple [Provide Airtransport, {Customer, Priceline.com, Airline}], where
•  Examples for CoSperformer and CoScustomer (also to be seen in the screen prints below)
•  CoScustomer

Cosname Cosvalue
Price Fixed price
Departure date Array of dates
Return Date Array of dates
Departure Airport(s) Specified Airport(s)
Number of Connections Integer Number of maximum number

•  CoSairline
Cosname Cosvalue

Price Maximum value in array specified

Provide Airtransport [Selected airline, {CoSairline}], [Customer, {CoSCustomer}],
[Preparation,

(Provide Regular Flight Price Information [Priceline.com, {CoSPriceline}], [Customer,
{CoSCustomer}], {Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}
(Provide Best Flight Date Information [Priceline.com, {CoSPriceline}], [Customer, {CoSCustomer}],
{Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}

Ticket Request],
[Negotiation,

(Find Transportation Supplier [Priceline.com, {CoSPriceline}], [Customer, {CoSCustomer}],
[Negotiation, Attempt to Purchase desired Ticket]
[Performance,

(Negotiate with Airline {[Airline, {CoSAirline}], [Priceline.com, {CoSPriceline}],
{Preparation , Negotiation, Performance, Acceptance}

Report Ticket Purchased]
Acceptance, Charge Credit Card*}

Charge, Credit Card*]
[Performance, Take Flight]
[Acceptance, Declare Satisfied with flight)

The above process definition can be read as follows. The e-trade work process has

three distinct roles, the Customer, Priceline.com, and an Airline. In Preparation the

Individual Online Investor is provided with information helping her/him to decide on

dates and the price she/he could be asking. Note that the Workflows in Preparation are

serving the purpose to create ADI necessary for the generation of the Request. This type

of work helps to enumerate different combinations of Cosvalues for various alternatives.

The customer completes the request and Priceline.com attempts to find a service provider

for the Conditions of Satisfaction specified. Note that nearly all Cosvalues are only

constrained at the Request stage. The only Condition of Satisfaction that already assumes

a fixed value is price. Note also that the price requested by the customer does not equal
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the price Cosvalue negotiated between the airline and Priceline.com. This Cosvalue price

gets bound, along with most of the other Cosvalues, at the Declare Satisfied state of the

‘Negotiate with Airline’ workflow, which equals the Report Complete in the ‘Find

Transportation Supplier’. At this point Priceline.com exits the work process and the

remainder of the work is solely between the customer and the Selected airline.

Figure 7.10 Request Entry Form 1

The Request Entry Form (Figure 7.10) clearly shows the Cosnames and

Cosvalues. It also holds the pointers to the ADI addressed in the ActionWorkflow™

business process description. Building on this basic information Priceline.com generates

a form that allows the customer to determine her/his level of flexibility, which in turn

determines Priceline.com’s array for negotiation.
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7.4.2 Determining Communication Support:

Through the mapping of the process and the analysis of the Speech Acts we have

determined where support for coordination is needed. We are now able to contrast the

results of the analysis with the support provided by ebay. Table 7.3 summarizes the

findings of this comparison and Figure 7.11 provides a graphical representation.

Speech Act Performer Customer Priceline
Supported

Yes/No
Request: Provide Best Flight Date Info Customer Priceline.com Yes
Report Complete: Displayed Date Information Priceline.com Customer Yes
Request: Regular Price Information Customer Priceline.com Yes
Report Complete:  Display low fares Priceline.com Customer No

Request: Find flight at price X at date range Y Customer Priceline.com Yes
Agreement: Agree to look for flight Priceline.com Customer Yes
Report Complete: Found ticket Priceline.com Customer Yes
Declare satisfied: declare satisfaction with
ticket   (equals agreement in main workflow)

Customer Program/Broker Implicit if
positive;
other ESC

Report Complete: Travel Complete Airline Customer No
Declare Satisfied: Feedback to Airline Customer Airline No

 Table 7.3 Speech Acts in Priceline.com Business Process

Figure 7.11 Speech Act Support on Priceline.com
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The analysis displayed that the service provider, Priceline.com in this case,

provides all the necessary support for the process up to the point where the ticket is

issued. Past that point the sole responsibility to deal with arising issues belongs to the

Airline and the Customer. The interesting notion in this context is that Priceline.com uses

arrays of Customer Conditions of Satisfaction to maximize its own Condition of

Satisfaction, which is the difference in Cosvalue for price of the Customer and the

Airline’s.

7.4.3 SSAC, ADI, and ESC analysis

The application of the method reveals the classification of the information

elements in the ‘Expanded Request Form’ (Figure 7.12). Considerations with respect to

Conditions of Satisfaction raised in the ebay analysis apply equally for this analysis.

Here again we can also determine at what point the Cosname of Conditions of

Satisfaction is bound to its Cosvalue. The ‘Expanded Request Form’ form shows many of

the Conditions of Satisfaction of the Customer and also Priceline.com. Upon Completion

of this form all Cosvalues of the Customer’s Conditions of Satisfaction are bound to their

Cosnames. Priceline.com uses these arrays of Cosvalues as bargaining boundaries to

maximize the Cosvalue for their Cosname profit. The workflow will reach ‘Closed

Satisfied’ if Priceline.com manages to achieve a satisfying spread between their Cosvalue

for price and the customer’s Cosvalue for price within the set bargaining boundaries.
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Figure 7.12 ‘Extended Request Form’ on Priceline.com

7.4.4 Conclusion

The results of the analysis show that all Speech Acts involved in the procurement

of the Airline Ticket are supported. We can envision potentials for improvement when

conducting an investigation of actual Customer Conditions of Satisfaction. It seems

feasible that some Customer’s might have Conditions of Satisfaction about what airlines

to use, which is currently not addressed in the set-up of the SSAC and not implemented

in the business process at all.

7.5 ADI Workflows

Especially in the e-trade and Priceline.com analyses we have revealed a pattern

that points towards a special form of work. This type of work appears typically in

Preparation of request Workflows and deals with the generation of information that is
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used for the formulation of the Request. These Workflows seemed to follow a certain

iterative structure where a certain type of information is requested, which due to its

nature is classified as ADI in the main-workflow. Without an explicit agreement a report

of completion is observed. The Declaration of Satisfaction seems for the most part

implicit too. This piece of ADI is used to clarify/enumerate/deliberate possible

combinations of Cosvalues of the main-workflow. Depending on the Customer’s

Conclusions about clarity of the desirability of the possibilities the subsequent action is

issuing the request in the main-workflow or another ADI request.

In general are ADI Workflows different from the Workflows that deal with the

actual work accomplished within the described business process, insofar as they do not

contribute to the progression of work directly. In many business processes this fact may

lead to the conclusion that work done for this purpose is superfluous and wasteful and

may therefore receive little to no attention.  In effect this type of work helps to improve

the quality of Requests and therefore holds potential to reduce waste in context with

performances that were based on poor requests.

7.6 Conclusion

We have shown that our method can be applied to examine internet-based e-

commerce applications. Our analysis has been limited to a small field of application since

Conditions of Satisfaction could not be determined, which prohibited an in depth analysis

of SSACs. This exercise could be done with proper resources and time allocation.

Nevertheless we want to emphasize that the intent of these examples is to demonstrate the

feasibility of the method. Viewing internet-based systems from the coordination point of

view and as part of a goal-oriented system helps to establish a basis for improvement of

current systems and the design of new applications.
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8. Classification of Work Processes
We have observed a pattern in work processes that reveals three distinctly

different types of work with respect to Conditions of Satisfaction. These are (a) work that

is done to generate ADI information, (b) work that is concerned with generating

‘possibilities’ from which to choose, and (c) work that addresses the fulfillment of

defined Conditions of Satisfaction.

a) Work to generate ADI

Work of the first type typically appears in a Request workflow format. Due to its

nature the Agreement Speech Act and the Declare Satisfied are hardly ever executed. It

can be argued that in many cases the Agreement is implied in the Request and the

Declare satisfied is either negative or implicit, i.e. automatic. Therefore we will eliminate

the Agreement from these workflows. We will also eliminate the Declare Satisfied

Speech Act. Its occurrence in the negative form will typically have the form of issuing a

new Request thus repeating the workflow. In the event of a positive evaluation no explicit

Speech Act will occur anyway.

We want to point out the essential importance of the quality of the Request. Since

there is no possibility for negotiation, the coherence of the request with the actual

Conditions of Satisfaction of the process that this particular piece of ADI is supposed to

support is absolutely essential. The degree to which the process owners can reach

universal and undisputed clarity about these Conditions of Satisfaction and therefore the

SSAC imbedded in the Request, will dictate to a high extent the success rate of the entire

subsequent process.

b) Work to generate ‘possibilities’ for decision making

Work processes of this type generally deal with a global Request. Negotiation is

typically not concerned with Conditions of Satisfaction associated with what should be

done, but with the time frame and the quantity of options desired. Report of Completion

and Declaration of Satisfaction typically occur at the same time. In the traditional
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business sense is the work highly approval based. The objective of this type of work is to

generate options that will enable best possible matched combination that will satisfy the

Conditions of Satisfaction of the business process.

We need to emphasize that it is important that work of this type is identified as

such.  In a traditional workplace ‘rejection’, i.e. negative Declaration of Satisfaction in a

work process generates frustration. The nature and the goal of this work type need to be

communicated clearly to foster a productive workplace and to avoid frustration among

business process members.

c) Work to comply with Conditions of Satisfaction

This type of work is usually referred to when the term ‘work’ is used. It is

initiated with either an Offer or a Request for a set of Conditions of Satisfaction. These

are negotiated and agreed upon with the Agreement. The Report of Completion is in

essence a score sheet, with which the Performer reports how she/he faired with respect to

the set Conditions of Satisfaction. The Declaration of Satisfaction is the

acknowledgement of the Customer of that score or its doubt about it.

This type of work tends to be the easiest to describe since its parameters can be

described easier and defined more narrowly. Performance appraisal is more tangible and

easier to accomplish.
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9. Application of the Method to Design Communications in Textile New

Product Development Processes
New Product Development (NPD) processes are complex in nature and require

cooperation of a multitude of people, separated not only functionally but more and more

also separated geographically. Therefore we claim that NPD processes depend on

Coordination. Systems supporting these Coordination processes are typically

implemented in computer based systems. NPD processes have traditionally been

modeled, analyzed and managed as a series of tasks that need to be completed. This view

does not necessarily address the coordination aspect of the work to be done. Traditionally

there was less need to investigate the content of communications for coordination since

coordination was mainly accomplished via face to face interaction. This means provides

instant feedback and therefore reaction to arising problems and issues.  The evolution of

technology and the globalization of businesses necessitates a redefinition and more

narrow definition of the coordination content since instant feedback is mostly

complicated, time consuming and sometimes hard to accomplish. Tasks must still be

completed, but communication must be handled more rigidly and systematically to

achieve the same coordinated result. Therefore there is a need for systematization of

process communications and standardization of communication content.

We postulate that with the application of our method we can develop standardized

communications for any given New Product Development process.

The New Product Development process in textiles is generally an approval based

iterative process.  A general high-level Actionworkflow™ based view is illustrated in

figure 9.1. The development process in its current form may take up to 65 weeks. Its

scope is the generation of a line that will cover one selling season. Selling seasons range

from 9 to 26 weeks depending on the sector of the industry. The development cycle we

are focusing on yields consumer goods. Products of this development cycle utilize other

products, which by themselves have development cycles. We will not address these
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development cycles although interdependencies may exist. These products will strictly be

represented as outsourced/purchased materials.

Figure 9.1 High Level Actionworkflow™ View of a Textile/Apparel NPD Process

We use two different models of textile New Product Development processes to

demonstrate the application of the method. The first process model is based on a model

developed by the Demand Activated Manufacturing Architecture project (DAMA) on the

textile/apparel supply chain. DAMA is a part of the American Textile (AmTex)

Partnership research. It is a consortium of  Government Research Facilities, Academic

Research Institutions, and Companies of the textile Industry. The Apparel Supply Chain

model is one of the major products of this research effort. It marks the first time that a

comprehensive analysis of the textile/apparel industry was conducted and its result

transformed into a publicly available model. The model is currently sold by the Textile

Clothing Technology Corporation [TC]² in Cary, North Carolina58.

                                                          
58 http://www.tc2.com/
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The second process model is based on a research effort by a consortium of [TC]²,

North Carolina State University and two industry partners. The analyzed process is

applied by one of the industry members to their new product development in the home

fashion industry. The research was funded under the research grant number 533927. We

want to thank the industry partners for granting permission to use the process model and

parts of the documentation in this dissertation. We need to point out though that in order

to maintain the anonymity of the analyzed company no specific information is provided

and wherever necessary names and descriptions have been generalized or altered.

The process models represent two distinctly different ways to arrive at a process

model for a New Product Development Process (Figure 9.2). The DAMA initiative

applied a top-down approach to develop their process model. They started at the highest

level and devised a generic model of the textile/apparel supply chain in IDEF 0 format.

From there they investigated the individual activities necessary to accomplish the high

level activity. The participating companies ranged from fiber through to retail of textile

products. This approach led to a structurally comprehensive process model.

The industry R&D effort on the other hand was a pure bottom-up approach. It

analyzed an existing process in all its richness of detail. The process model resulting from

that effort is very specific, detailed and elaborate. The model had to be revised in

iterations to be sure that the process was accurately reflected in the final description of

the model.
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Figure 9.1 Different Approaches of  Deriving a NPD Model

We expect the top-down model to reflect a structurally complete picture without

high levels of details and specifics, therefore being universally applicable in the industry

its process it is reflecting. The bottom-up approach yields a very fine grain of detail but

will not necessarily reflect a structurally complete representation.

Both of these process models had to be translated into an Actionworkflow™

format and then analyzed to yield the initial Speech Act sequence. That sequence is then

subjected to further analysis to arrive at the Speech Act sequence that actually needs

design for communication support to be used as the coordination support system.

We will compare and contrast the different results achieved using these

distinctively different approaches when we compare the quality of results for a sample set

of SSAC and ADI.
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Note that we are not developing or devising a design for Graphical User

Interfaces (GUIs) for any of the SSACs or ADIs. Neither are we, as stated before,

examining the technical details on how to retrieve these information elements from the

data repository. This portion of a computer based communication tool is without a doubt

a vital part of its success. We hope to establish the viability and usefulness of the method

to generate interest for the generation of actual systems based on it.

For the sake of presenting the examples we will apply a format that emphasizes

the fact that data is actually extracted from a repository. One very common architecture

of data repositories are databases. Therefore we are going to define and describe SSAC

and ADI in a format similar to a search query used in these types of environments.

Results returned by queries are usually in table format and we therefore represent the

anticipated results in a table. Note again that different emphasis has to be put on ADI and

SSAC components. Usually the better defined the Conditions of Satisfaction are the less

necessity for ADIs and the less potential for ESCs.

To conclude this communication design application section we will try to pinpoint

the advantages we can see from applying this methodology as well as the possible

obstacles that may present themselves when implementing a system based on such a

complex process.

9.1 The Demand Activated Manufacturing Architecture Model

9.1.1 Scope and Process Description

The DAMA process model for new product development in textiles is presented

as part of a complete process model of the textile/apparel supply chain. We use it as the

basis for identifying the necessary interactions among functions or activities. The

research underlying this process model was conducted over several years and included a
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large sample of companies. Most of these companies are involved in textile New Product

Development.

We would like to present first the highest level approval points of the NPD

process extracted from the DAMA model to ease the understanding of the following

detailed discussion and analysis.

•  Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept

•  Apparel Merchandising Design Line

•  Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes

•  Apparel Merchandising Release Line

•  Present to Customers

•  Produce and Sell Apparel

The business process was captured by the original DAMA analysis in IDEF 0

format. IDEF 0 does not emphasize coordination and communication aspects of work, as

pointed out earlier. The NPD process model has been extracted from the supply chain

model provided by DAMA. Figure 9.3 shows the ‘Apparel Company’ of the DAMA

model, which includes raw material sourcing, manufacturing, distribution,

merchandising, new product development and related activities.
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Figure 9.3 The ‘Apparel Company’ of the DAMA model

The DAMA model facilitates a functional orientation and identifies the functional

area that ‘owns’ the activity (accountability). In the coordination oriented model the

emphasis is placed on the actual interaction required by the activity. Auxiliary material

provided in the documentation of the DAMA model was used to determine business

process roles in greater detail.

All activities, represented as boxes, in the DAMA IDEF 0 model are examined

with respect to their relevance to NPD. The major part of new product development

activities is found in the merchandising block of the model. Additions funnel in from

Sales, Marketing, Forecasting, Production and Purchasing.  In the following we examine

the activities of the complete ‘Apparel Company’ of the DAMA model to determine

which are relevant to NPD and need therefore be included in our NPD model.
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Figure 9.3 represents the highest level of the apparel model. Each activity on this

level represents a set of activities. ‘Apparel Vendor Managed Inventory’, ‘Apparel Order

Management’, and ‘Apparel Distribution’ are excluded from the model. None of these

activities, or their hierarchically subordinate activities, contributes to the NPD process.

Activities in ‘Merchandising’, ‘Marketing and Sales’, ‘Forecasting and Production

Planning’, ‘Production’, and ‘Purchasing’ contribute to various degrees to the NPD

effort. In the following we analyze these in greater detail.

The most significant contribution to NPD can be found in the area of

merchandising. Figure 9.4 shows the lower level group of activities of ‘Merchandising’.

These activities are all related to NPD.  Specifically all activities A1.1.*, A.1.2.*, A1.3.*,

A1.4.*, and A1.5.* are included in the ActionWorkflow ™ map.

Figure 9.4 ‘Merchandising’ of the DAMA model

In the  ‘Marketing and Sales’ portion of the model (Figure 9.5 and 9.6) activities

for Sales ‘present line to customer’ (A3.2.2) and for Marketing ‘Analyze Markets and

Trends’ (A3.1.2) have been found important to the NPD effort. The development of the

sales plan was not considered, since it is an activity that affects already existing products
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and not the development of products. All Marketing activities (Figure 9.5) are activities

that do not support the NPD effort directly. They influence operational and partially

strategic long-term decisions that are likely to be incorporated into a Request (most likely

‘Apparel Merchandising Create Line’) early in the NPD process.

Figure 9.5 ‘Marketing’ in the DAMA model

Figure 9.6 ‘Sales’ in the DAMA model
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The ‘Forecasting and Production Planning’ (Figure 9.7) set of activities

contributes insofar as forecasts are used in NPD, especially in textiles and apparel, to

determine the item composition a line should have. This information appears in the

assortment plan. Other activities of central importance to NPD activities are strategic

planning and forecasting related activities. These are reflected in the model as

development of forecasts before the initial request for line concept will be made. Other

forecasting activities, which are not necessarily within the realm of NPD, are production

planning and capacity forecasting activities. These activities are part of the DAMA

model, but are not considered in our NPD model.

Figure 9.7 ‘Forecasting and Production Planning’ in the DAMA model

The DAMA model includes the production function in the prototyping effort. Not

all industries, and not even all textile companies, would essentially rely on that practice.

Small prototyping facilities are very common. Since it is explicitly integrated in the

DAMA model we will follow that path and include the relevant section of the production

function in our model, resulting in the inclusion of activity A6.5 and its sub-activities.

We want to point out however that the causalities for the production of prototypes may be

slightly different than for mass production, which are indicated in the model.
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Figure 9.8 ‘Produce Garment’ in the DAMA model

Lastly the activities in ‘Purchasing’ have to be analyzed. We point out that there

are different levels of purchasing decisions, which reach from the most fundamental

decision whether to outsource or not to the selection of a supplier to the decision of

purchasing a different type of product from a frequented supplier. Combinations and

variations of these purchasing scenarios may appear in NPD. They only affect the NPD

process if specifications have to be altered due to ‘purchasing’ decisions. We assume for

the purpose of this highly theoretical investigation that these decisions can be made in

such a way that the NPD process is not affected.
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Figure 9.9 ‘Apparel Purchasing’ in the DAMA model

These are the components that make up the ingredients for transforming the

DAMA model into our coordination model for textile NPD in ActionWorkflow™ format.

We believe that we proceeded sufficiently careful to ensure capturing of all essential

activities for a generic textile new product development process provided within the

ramifications of the DAMA apparel model. We reassured that fact by comparing these

tasks to actual product development task lists, typically called ‘Merchandising

Calendars’, used in the industry. We also solicited input form experts within the industry.

The experts agreed that the components extracted from the DAMA model are the ones to

be considered in NPD. There were issues whether or not other parts were missing, but we

had to insist on consistency with the basis in order for this exercise to work out as

intended and therefore refused to broaden the base model with activities not identified by

the DAMA researchers.

Table 9.1 provides a summary of the DAMA model components included in our

textile/apparel NPD model.
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IDEF task Name IDEF task Number included
Produce and Sell Apparel A 0 Yes
Apparel Merchandising A 1 Yes
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept A 1.1 Yes
Analyze Fashion Trends A 1.1.1 (A 3.1.2) Yes
Analyze Socio Economic Trends A 1.1.2 (A 3.1.2) Yes
Analyze Last Season's Line A 1.1.3 Yes
Synthesize Line Direction A 1.1.4 Yes
Conduct Executive Line Review A 1.1.5 Yes
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction A 1.2 Yes
Evaluate Past Season Sales A 1.2.1 Yes
Develop Merchandising Budget A 1.2.2 Yes
Develop Assortment Plan A 1.2.3 Yes
Apparel Merchandising Design Line A 1.3 Yes
Create New Design A 1.3.1 Yes
Modify Existing Style A 1.3.2 Yes
Develop Initial Line Specifications A 1.3.3 Yes
Conduct Manufacturing Review A 1.3.4 Yes
Conduct Executive Design Review A 1.3.5 Yes
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes A 1.4 Yes
Modify Specifications A 1.4.1 Yes
Determine Production Sources A 1.4.2 (A 8 (1-4)) Yes
Produce Prototypes A 1.4.3 Yes
Conduct Line Adoption Review A 1.4.4 Yes
Apparel Merchandising Release Line A 1.5 Yes
Build SKU Master A 1.5.1 Yes
Develop Collateral Material A 1.5.2 Yes
Conduct Sales Meeting A 1.5.3 Yes
Educate Customer Service A 1.5.4 Yes
Apparel Vendor Managed Inventory A 2 No
Apparel Marketing and Sales A 3 No
Marketing A 3.1 No
Marketing Research A 3.1.1 No
Analyze Markets and Trends A 3.1.2 Yes
Develop Markets A 3.1.3 No
Test Markets A 3.1.4 No
Develop Market Plan A 3.1.5 Maybe
Develop Advertising and Promotions A 3.1.6 No
Sales A 3.2 No
Develop Sales Plan A 3.2.1 No
Present Line to Customer A 3.2.2 Yes
Apparel Forecasting and Production Planning A 4 No
Develop Forecast A 4.1 Yes
Plan Capacity A 4.2 No
Plan Production A.4.3 No
Apparel Order Management A 5 No
Apparel Production A 6 No
Receive Materials A 6.1 No
Approve Vendor Payment A 6.2 No
Control Material Quality A 6.3 No
Control Material Inventory A 6.4 No
Produce Garments A 6.5 Yes
Control Open Production Orders A 6.6 No
Control Product Inventories A 6.7 No
Apparel Distribution A 7 No
Apparel Purchasing A 8 No
Evaluate Existing Vendor Performance A 8.1 Yes
Evaluate Vendor Acceptability A 8.2 Yes
Evaluate Vendor Samples A 8.3 Yes
Conduct Material Resource Planning A 8.4 Yes
Process Contracts and Purchase Orders A 8.5 No
Control Open Purchase Order Position A 8.6 No

 Table 9.1 Components of the DAMA Apparel Model
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9.1.2 Role Definition

We have mentioned that the IDEF 0 modeling technique does not provide direct

information on the coordination/relationship aspect of work. We therefore have to devise

a strategy to establish who is coordinating, i.e. communicating, with whom. We will

utilize the separate organization functions identified in the IDEF 0 model as a basis for

establishing at least one party involved in coordinating action.

We add an explicit ‘Design’ function to the model since design activities account

for a major portion of NPD work. Note that the absence of the ‘Design’ function is not a

flaw of the IDEF model, but has to be attributed to the fact that Merchandising carries

accountability for most all Design activities. Adding thus a Design function we arrive at

the Business Process roles of Merchandising, Design, Sales, Marketing, and Product

Development.

We derive the complete coordination relationships, i.e. the workflow roles, based

on industrial experience in textile/apparel and expert input.

The ActionWorkflow™ map in Figure 9.10 is the result of the above efforts. Note

that the model is not a representation of an actual process but rather a generalized

analytical model. It is certain that actual processes will vary from this representation at

least at a higher level of detail. We use the model of an actual process in a later section to

contrast the differences in SSAC and ADI design, given a higher level of specification as

to be found in an actual application. By contrasting the level of detail of the two

examples it may become apparent to what extent the model-based implementation differs

from the actual industry process based implementation.
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Figure 9.10 ActionWorkflow™ Map derived from the DAMA model for textile NPD
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9.1.3 Speech Act Sequence

For the purpose of designing communication systems for coordination support the

ActionWorkflow™ model provides insufficient structure. An alternate, more

fundamental representation is the underlying Speech Act sequence that is embedded in

the ActionWorkflow™ model.

It is possible, theoretically, to read off Speech Acts from the ActionWorkflow™

model, following each phase and especially each workflow. However, as the process is

broken down hierarchically, we find that Speech Acts identified in the model are likely to

be unnecessary (automatic) or a collection of Speech Acts serve as one functional Speech

Act (overloaded). The map is useful as an intuitive view of relationships and breakdown

possibilities. We derive from the map a more canonical set of Speech Acts accounting for

implicit (automatic) acts and methodologically induced repetitive acts (overloading).

Tables 9.2 and 9.3 represent the full sequence of Speech Acts derived from the

ActionWorkflow™ representation of the IDEF 0 model. It serves as the basis for

identifying and eliminating overloaded and implicit Speech Acts to obtain the Speech

Acts sequence vital for the coordination of the NPD effort. Note that the Speech Act

sequence does not necessarily correspond to a finite state machine since not all rules

apply and certain violations are anticipated, or even expected.
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SA current
practice

Parallel Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act

par Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Request
Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Agreement

explicit Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Decl Sat

par Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Request
Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Agreement

explicit Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Decl Sat

par Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Request
Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Agreement

explicit Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Decl Sat

explicit par Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Request
Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Agreement
Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Rep Compl
Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Decl Sat

explicit/2 Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Request
explicit/2 Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Agreement
explicit/2 Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Rep Compl

Conduct Executive Line Review Merchandising Design Agreement
Conduct Executive Line Review Merchandising Design Rep Compl
Conduct Executive Line Review Merchandising Design Decl Sat

explicit/2 Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Decl Sat
explicit Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Request

Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Agreement
explicit Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Rep Compl

Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Offer
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Agreement

par Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Agreement
explicit Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Rep Compl

Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Decl Sat
par Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Agreement

explicit Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Rep Compl
Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Decl Sat

explicit Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Rep Compl
? Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Decl Sat

Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Request
? Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Agreement

par Create New Design Design Merchandising Request
explicit Create New Design Design Merchandising Rep Compl

Create New Design Design Merchandising Decl Sat
par Modify Existing Style Design Merchandising Request

explicit Modify Existing Style Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Modify Existing Style Design Merchandising Decl Sat
Develop Initial Line Specifications Product Development Design Request
Develop Initial Line Specifications Product Development Design Rep Compl
Develop Initial Line Specifications Product Development Design Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Request
Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Request
Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Agreement

explicit Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Rep Compl
explicit Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Decl Sat

Conduct Executive Design Review Merchandising Design/ Prod Dev Request
explicit Conduct Executive Design Review Merchandising Design/ Prod Dev Rep Compl
? Conduct Executive Design Review Merchandising Design/ Prod Dev Decl Sat

Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Agreement
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Request
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Request
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Agreement
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Rep Compl
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Agreement

par Determine Production Sources Product Development Merchandising Request
Determine Production Sources Product Development Merchandising Rep Compl
Determine Production Sources Product Development Merchandising Decl Sat

par Produce Prototypes Product Development Design Agreement
Produce Prototypes Product Development Design Rep Compl
Produce Prototypes Product Development Design Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Rep Compl
Conduct Line Adoption Review Merchandising Design Request
Conduct Line Adoption Review Merchandising Design Rep Compl
Conduct Line Adoption Review Merchandising Design Decl Sat

 Table 9.2 Complete Speech Act Sequence of the Apparel NPD Process (1)
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SA current
practice

Parallel Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act

Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Decl Sat
Produce Garments Product Development Marketing Request
Produce Garments Product Development Marketing Rep Compl
Produce Garments Product Development Marketing Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Release Line Merchandising Marketing Request
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Offer
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Agreement
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Rep Compl
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Decl Sat
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Offer
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Agreement
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Decl Sat
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Request
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Agreement
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Rep Compl
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Decl Sat
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Request
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Agreement
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Rep Compl
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Release Line Merchandising Marketing Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Release Line Merchandising Marketing Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Decl Sat

Explicit Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Offer
Explicit Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Offer
Explicit Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Agreement
Explicit Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Rep Compl

Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Decl Sat
Explicit Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Agreement

Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Rep Compl
Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Decl Sat

 Table 9.3 Complete Speech Act Sequence of the Apparel NPD Process (2)

We believe that the accurate detection of different types of work processes and

set-ups is a vital design ingredient influencing greatly the success of a communication

system design. To detect and eliminate redundant and/or implicit Speech Acts from the

sequence we apply the earlier discussed classification of work processes. Based on the

type of work accomplished in the workflow we can determine if we can expect implicit

Speech Acts and remove them from the Speech Act sequence. Redundancies are usually

methodology induced and can be removed by analysis of the hierarchy of the workflows.

It is important though to check for validity of the Speech Acts sequence. This can

currently only be effected with the users of the system. Only if there is consent on the

completeness and the accuracy of the sequence, it is to be used as the basis for the

communication, i.e. the SSAC and ADI, design. Table 9.4 comprises all Speech Acts

necessary to support coordination in the DAMA NPD process, which therefore require

design for SSAC and ADI.
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Parallel Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
par Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Request

Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Rep Compl
par Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Request

Analyze Socio Economic Trends Design Merchandising Rep Compl
par Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Request

Analyze Last Season's Line Design Merchandising Rep Compl
par Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Request

Develop Forecast Marketing Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Request
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Agreement
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Conduct Executive Line Review Merchandising Design Rep Compl
Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Request
Evaluate Past Season Sales Sales Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Offer
Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Direction Merchandising Design Agreement

par Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Agreement
Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Merchandising Budget Merchandising Product Development Decl Sat

par Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Agreement
Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Rep Compl
Develop Assortment Plan Product Development Design Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Request
Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Agreement

par Create New Design Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Create New Design Design Merchandising Decl Sat

par Modify Existing Style Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Modify Existing Style Design Merchandising Decl Sat
Develop Initial Line Specifications Product Development Design Agreement
Develop Initial Line Specifications Product Development Design Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Design Line Design Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Request
Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Agreement
Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Rep Compl
Conduct Manufacturing Review Product Development Design/Merchandising Decl Sat
Conduct Executive Design Review Merchandising Design/ Prod Development Request
Conduct Executive Design Review Merchandising Design/ Prod Development Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Agreement
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Request
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Agreement
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Rep Compl
Modify Specifications Design Product Development Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Design and Refine Prototypes Product Development Merchandising Agreement

par Determine Production Sources Product Development Merchandising Rep Compl
Determine Production Sources Product Development Merchandising Decl Sat

par Produce Prototypes Product Development Design Rep Compl
Conduct Line Adoption Review Merchandising Design Request
Conduct Line Adoption Review Merchandising Design Rep Compl
Produce Garments Product Development Marketing Request
Produce Garments Product Development Marketing Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Product Development Merchandising Rep Compl
Apparel Merchandising Release Line Merchandising Marketing Request
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Request
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Rep Compl
Build SKU Master Product Development Sales Decl Sat
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Offer
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Collateral Material Marketing Product Development Decl Sat
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Request
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Rep Compl
Conduct Sales Meeting Merchandising Sales Decl Sat
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Request
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Rep Compl
Educate Customer Service Merchandising Sales Decl Sat
Apparel Merchandising Release Line Merchandising Marketing Rep Compl
Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Offer
Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Agreement
Present Line to Customer Sales Merchandising Rep Compl
Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Agreement
Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Rep Compl
Produce and Sell Apparel Merchandising Customer Decl Sat

 
 Table 9.4 More Canonical Speech Act Sequence for the DAMA Model
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9.1.6 Design of SSAC and ADI

Up to this point we have developed a more canonical Speech Act sequence for a

New Product Development Application in textiles based on the DAMA model. We now

want to demonstrate how we envision the design of individual SSAC using a selection of

Speech Acts from this sequence. We rely on industry expertise and the documentation

provided with the DAMA model as to what the Conditions of Satisfaction for these

Speech Acts are and hence what the SSAC should encompass. Industry expertise was

provided from multiple sources. We want to highlight the contribution of Mrs. Paula

Scarpellini-Hocter59 of Animated Images Inc., New York who contributed greatly to the

development of these examples and ensured the compliance with current industry

practices, policies and concerns. We provide her resume as Appendix A.

To illustrate the way Conditions of Satisfaction are arrived at we would like to use

a pair of  Speech Acts in the ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’ workflow to demonstrate the link

between Conditions of Satisfaction and Speech Act design. As mentioned earlier, these

Conditions of Satisfaction are an integral part of our communication design. So far we

have only established which communications have to occur, but not yet their content.

The examples we are using are the first Speech Acts of the sequence. We provide

the section of the map as Figure 9.11 to clarify context.

                                                          
59 Paula Scarpellini-Hocter is currently employed at Philip VanHeusen, New York as Director od Design
Technology and Development in the dress shirt division.
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Figure 9.11 ‘Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concepet’

The context of these workflows is the initial creation of the Request by

Merchandising to Design for the development of the season’s line concept. Each of the

workflows in the preparation phase contributes to Merchandising’s ability to make a good

request to design.

What we are trying to accomplish in the ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’ workflow is to

discover the specific Conditions of Satisfaction of the workflow garment properties such

as silhouettes, colors, shapes and themes. There may be a Condition of Satisfaction that a

certain number of each has to be generated through the fashion trend analysis, along with

context information as to where these appeared, what groups were targeted and whether

these have to classified as mainstream or high fashion. In addition there are conditions

that tend to be associated with the presentation of the generated information. In

textile/apparel environments information of this kind is usually not only data, but also

includes pictorial information and samples. There are conditions that have to do with the

presentation of the samples in conjecture with the numbers associated with them.
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In addition to the conditions mentioned so far there is group of conditions that has

a more procedural nature. These conditions have to do with the time frame for the

analysis, labor commitments, and resource allocation.  Since this is an ADI workflow, or

the work that is required to generate some information, the Request defines what

information is needed and the Report Complete ‘fills in the blanks’. Most of these

conditions have initial values or arrays when the Request is made and assume their final

value, for this workflow, at the Report Complete Stage.

These types of requirements are mostly established company policies. In that case

such information would be part of the BoO and incorporated into the ADI information

associated with the Report Complete Speech Act. Depending on the instantiation and the

personnel involved many of the conditions will move into the BoO. What is certain to

remain are the elements that change with each instantiation, which are the number of

colors, themes, and silhouettes and their associated qualitative information and samples.

These elements are addressed in the remainder of this section where we introduce our

notion how the SSAC and ADI for each Speech Act may come about.

All Speech Acts have to be carefully examined in this prescribed way as to the

Conditions of Satisfaction needing to be addressed in the context of the work process.

This process requires a lot of diligence to minimize the unidentified Conditions of

Satisfaction. We will not provide further analysis, since we want only to illustrate the

process and its requirements.

Due to the model like nature of the application the Cosvalue refers only to the

data type/nature anticipated rather than the actual value or array. This is due to case

independence. Based on the actual information items to be included as a result of this

process we devise sample ADI elements. We want to point out once more that these

information elements are subject to the BoO, which necessarily is user dependent.
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We have chosen the following workflows and associated Speech Acts of the

Actionworkflow™ model to demonstrate the way we anticipate the design of SSAC and

ADI.

•  Analyze Fashion trends (Request, Agreement)

•  Analyze Socio Economic Trends (Request, Agreement)

•  Analyze Last Season’s Line (Request, Report Complete)

•  Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept (Request)

Queries like the ones shown in Figure 9.12 and 9.13 may be seen as an example

of how the information can be extracted from the data repositories to populate the

Communication at the point of interaction. The query itself addresses only the SSAC. An

additional mechanism is needed to provide the relevant ADI. We say that ADI are linked

to the state of the process and the Condition of Satisfaction in question. Therefore we

have chosen a similar representation as for the SSAC but anticipate the result being rather

a link to a static data element rather than a dynamically varying one.

We use the ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’ and workflow and its two Speech Acts to

exemplify this concept. The first line of the query holds the title as a reference to the

location in the Speech Act sequence. The second line is the actual search term. It

specifies the Cosnames of which the corresponding Cosvalues have to be extracted from

the data repository(ies). Line three and four are restrictions indicated by the query title.

The same type of logic holds true for the ADI add on. The difference among these two

statements is the nature of the data. ADI information will usually be a link to a document

or an entire file with information, clarifying the nature of the information element, in the

context of the current state of the system.
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Figure 9.12 SSAC and ADI Query, Request ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’

Figure 9.13 SSAC and ADI Query, Report of Completion ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’

Essentially one query, like the ones shown above, is required for each individual

Speech Act in the sequence to generate its SSAC and ADI. We think that these two

examples are a satisfactory illustration of how we envision, conceptually, the design of

the information extraction from the data repositories. Table 9.5 shows the anticipated

results for the Speech Acts mentioned earlier. We have also added the ‘Workflow’,

‘Performer’, ‘Customer’, and ‘Speech Act’ fields to improve clarity and legibility of the

table. The actual search term is in the field ‘Cosname’ and the returned value from the

SSAC query is the field ‘Cosvalue’. The ADI information, if any, is noted in the ‘ADI’

field. We understand that this is not the clearest of formats with respect to understanding

relevant process information, but we want to emphasize that we are only trying to show

the feasibility and are not presenting a working system. In our conclusions we will

discuss a few implications directly related to this point.

SSAC statement for Request ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’
Select {[(themes), (color) (silhouettes) (budget)]

Where Workflow equals Apparel Merchandising
And Speech Act equals Request}

ADI add On
Display ADI{[(themes), (color), (silhouettes), (budget)]

Where Workflow equals Apparel Merchandising
And Speech Act equals Request}

SSAC statement for Report of Completion ‘Analyze Fashion Trends’
Select {[(themes), (color) (silhouettes) (budget)]}

Where Workflow equals Apparel Merchandising
            And Speech Act equals Report of Completion

ADI add On
Display ADI{[(themes), (color), (silhouettes), (budget)]

Where Workflow equals Apparel Merchandising
                        And Speech Act equals Report of Completion
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act SSAC statement/Cosname Cosvalue ADI
Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Request

* themes array
* color array
* silhouettes array

* * budget
* presentation format

Analyze Fashion Trends Design Merchandising Agreement
* themes Number
* color Number
* silhouettes number
* presentation Y/N

Analyze Socio
Economic Trends

Design Merchandising Request

Explicit data could not be determined.
Dependent on actual application

association of
fashion trend to
demographic group
what demo group is
spending money

Analyze Socio
Economic Trends

Design Merchandising Agreement

Same as above census data on what
where

Analyze Last Season's
Line

Design Merchandising Request

same store sales data graph
distribution of sales per line item at each
price point

graph

distribution of sales over  time graph
Analyze Last Season's
Line

Design Merchandising Rep Compl

Specific report based on the elements
above

specific format of
report

Apparel Merchandising
Develop Line Concept

Design Merchandising Request

themes number
Colors number
silhouettes number
number of each (silhouette &clr)
Delivery

 Table 9.5 SSAC and ADI ‘Preparation Apparel Merchandising Develop Line Concept’

We note that the sample results have a fairly generic nature as to the precision of

the search terms and the anticipated Cosvalues. We are certain that this fact can be

attributed mainly to the model description of the DAMA. We had to rely purely on the

industry experts for the Cosvalues, since the documentation does not even hint as to what

the nature of these Conditions of Satisfaction may be. Consequently the same holds true

for ADI information.

Nevertheless we believe that our analysis is a good example of how a project of

that nature may be accomplished and what the analysis may look like if a coordination

design is effected for an actual process, which guarantees availability of detailed

information.
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9.2 Home Fashion New Product Development Case Study

9.2.1 Scope and Process Description

The process scope and description of the industry case study was generated in an

interactive process with the participants of that process. Interviewing every participant

and then summarizing the results into an Actionworkflow™ map generates a first picture

of the process. It is important that the structure of the interviewing process is maintained

constant and participants are more or less asked the same questions to generate a

consistent picture of the process. The map needs to be refined in iterations until all

participants agree on the accuracy of the map, as to the description of the modeled

process.

On the highest level the process follows these major approval points (as to be seen

in the map in Figure 9.15)

•  Create & Develop Line Concept

•  Develop & Sample

•  Design and Manufacture Home Fashions

We cannot share details of the actual interview documentation, but we will

provide an initial map and the finally agreed upon version of the map (Figure 9.14 and

9.15). Note that these maps do not include connectors resulting from the difference in

scope of the original analysis.
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Figure 9.14 Initial Process Map of the Home Fashion Industry Case Study
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Figure 9.15 Final Process Map of the Home Fashion Industry Case Study
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At the time of analysis the process depicted in Figure 9.13 represents the new

product development activities of that company. Based on findings generated from this

map, changes have been suggested and the current process does not entirely match the

one depicted. Because the company has made these changes, we are allowed to provide

the maps within this dissertation. The process map reflects what individual tasks have to

be accomplished to create a new line of product, all the way from initial research to the

finished sales samples to a very high level of detail. Because of the way their customer

relations are managed very early input from the outside customer, usually a retail buyer,

was achieved. This early input helped the company to be more aware of the Conditions of

Satisfaction of the customer and therefore of a major part of the ‘Goal State’ of the

system.

9.2.2 Role Definition

The role definition process in the industry case study comprised a different

magnitude of effort, since not only the roles but also the responsibilities had to be

established. The role definition in this example happened concurrently with analyzing the

process and therefore the generation of the Actionworkflow™ map. As changes to the

map were made, changes to the definitions of the roles became necessary. It is important

to see that in a bottom up building of a workflow representation of a business process the

role definition is as dynamic as the generation of the model itself.

The final set of roles includes the following (in alphabetical order):

•  Business

•  Buyer

•  Design

•  Marketing

•  Product Development

•  Sales

•  Trend Management
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We cannot provide more specific information on the responsibilities and

accountabilities of individual roles however, since we don’t want to relinquish more

specific information than can be drawn from the provided maps and the following Speech

Act sequences.

9.2.3 Speech Act Sequence

Having completed the map and the role assignment we continue the analysis by

compiling the complete Speech Act sequence. Once we have derived the complete

sequence, the same considerations are applied to arrive at a more canonical sequence. We

have to add here that at the time the research was done with that company the current

method was not yet available and the research focused on other things once the

Actionworkflow™ map was completed. This fact is exemplified by the lack of

connectors in the map. Here again we were fortunate to have assistance from the industry

experts and helpful following reviews from one of the managers of the analyzed

company, who was deeply involved in the research project. To maintain authenticity we

did not alter the process maps, but used the additional information to compile the Speech

Act sequence.

The complete Speech Act sequence is represented in Tables 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8.
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Offer/Request
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Agreement
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Rep Compl
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Decl Sat
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Offer/Request
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Agreement
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Rep Compl
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Decl Sat
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Offer/Request
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Agreement
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Rep Compl
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Decl Sat
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Offer/Request
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Agreement
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Rep Compl
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Decl Sat
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Prod Dev, Design, Marketing, Offer/Request
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Prod Dev, Design, Marketing, Agreement
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Prod Dev, Design, Marketing, Rep Compl
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Prod Dev, Design, Marketing, Decl Sat
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Offer/Request
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Agreement
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Rep Compl
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Decl Sat
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Offer/Request
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Agreement
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Rep Compl
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Decl Sat
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Offer/Request
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Agreement
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Rep Compl
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Decl Sat
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Offer/Request
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Agreement
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Rep Compl
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Decl Sat
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Offer/Request
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Agreement
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Rep Compl
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Offer/Request
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Offer/Request
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Agreement
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Rep Compl
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Decl Sat
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Offer/Request
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Agreement
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Rep Compl
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Decl Sat
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Offer/Request
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Agreement
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Rep Compl
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Agreement
Assign to Stylist Design Design Offer/Request
Assign to Stylist Design Design Agreement
Assign to Stylist Design Design Rep Compl
Assign to Stylist Design Design Decl Sat
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Offer/Request
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Agreement
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Rep Compl
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Decl Sat
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Offer/Request
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Agreement
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Rep Compl
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Decl Sat
Create Pres Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Offer/Request
Create Pres Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Agreement
Create Pres Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Rep Compl
Create Pres Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Decl Sat
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Offer/Request
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Agreement
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Decl Sat

 Table 9.6 Complete Speech Act Sequence for the Home Fashion Industry Case Study (1)
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Offer/Request
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Agreement
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Rep Compl
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Decl Sat
Create Pres Boards with Renderings Design Design Offer/Request
Create Pres Boards with Renderings Design Design Agreement
Create Pres Boards with Renderings Design Design Rep Compl
Create Pres Boards with Renderings Design Design Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Report Compl
Present Renderings and Artwork Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Offer/Request
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Agreement
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Rep Compl
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Decl Sat
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Offer/Request
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Agreement
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Rep Compl
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Decl Sat
Pre Mill Review Design, Prod Dev Design Offer/Request
Pre Mill Review Design, Prod Dev Design Agreement
Pre Mill Review Design, Prod Dev Design Rep Compl
Pre Mill Review Design, Prod Dev Design Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Offer/Request
Mill Review Product Development Design Offer/Request
Mill Review Product Development Design Agreement
Mill Review Product Development Design Rep Compl
Mill Review Product Development Design Decl Sat
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Offer/Request
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Agreement
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Rep Compl
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Decl Sat
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Offer/Request
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Agreement
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Decl Sat
Schedule Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Offer/Request
Schedule Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Agreement
Schedule Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Rep Compl
Schedule Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Agreement
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Offer/Request
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Agreement
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Rep Compl
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Decl Sat
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Offer/Request
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Agreement
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Decl Sat
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Offer/Request
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Agreement
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Rep Compl
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Decl Sat
Approve Patch Design Product Development Offer/Request
Approve Patch Design Product Development Agreement
Approve Patch Design Product Development Rep Compl
Approve Patch Design Product Development Decl Sat
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Offer/Request
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Agreement
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Rep Compl
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Decl Sat
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Offer/Request
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Agreement
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Rep Compl
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Rep Compl
Present Samples Sales Buyer Offer/Request
Present Samples Sales Buyer Agreement
Present Samples Sales Buyer Rep Compl
Present Samples Sales Buyer Decl Sat
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Offer/Request
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Agreement
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Rep Compl
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Decl Sat
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Offer

 Table 9.7 Complete Speech Act Sequence for the Home Fashion Industry Case Study (2)
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Offer/Request
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Agreement
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Decl Sat
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Offer/Request
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Agreement
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Decl Sat
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Offer/Request
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Agreement
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Rep Compl
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Decl Sat
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Offer/Request
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Agreement
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Decl Sat
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Offer/Request
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Agreement
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Rep Compl
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Decl Sat
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Offer/Request
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Agreement
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Rep Compl
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Decl Sat
Give Business Release Business Product Development Offer/Request
Give Business Release Business Product Development Agreement
Give Business Release Business Product Development Rep Compl
Give Business Release Business Product Development Decl Sat
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Offer/Request
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Agreement
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Rep Compl
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Decl Sat
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Agreement
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Rep Compl
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Offer/Request
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Agreement
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Rep Compl
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Decl Sat
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Decl Sat

 
 Table 9.8 Complete Speech Act Sequence for the Home Fashion Industry Case Study (3)

By realizing the magnitude of Speech Acts in this sequence it becomes apparent

that the level of detail included in it is significantly more substantial than in the first

example. We explore this point further when comparing and contrasting the two

methodology applications.

Again we have to pinpoint the Speech Acts that need communication design. We

are going to apply again our reasoning discussed in Section 8 to remove implicit Speech

Acts. We then remove modeling methodology inherent redundant Speech Acts. The

following tables hold the more canonical Speech Act sequence. Note that due to the high

level of detail and specificity, it is conceivable that there is potential for further

elimination of Speech Acts that may also be implicit. To locate these Speech Acts

additional user interaction would be required, which was neither easily possible nor

within the scope of this case study.
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Request
Consult Archive Design Trend Management Rep Compl
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Request
Provider Customer Input Sales Trend Management Rep Compl
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Request
Provide Cost Data Design, Business Product Development Rep Compl
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Request
Prepare Competitor Activity Data Sales Design, Management, Marketing Rep Compl
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Product Development, Design, Marketing, Request
Prepare Forecast/Production Plan Business Product Development, Design, Marketing, Rep Compl
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Request
Compile Customer Profile Marketing Design, Business Rep Compl
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Offer
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Agreement
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Rep Compl
Collect Design and Trend Information Trend all other Decl Sat
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Request
Source Fabrics Product Development Design Decl Sat
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Request
Provide Input to Design Marketing Design Rep Compl
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Offer/Request
Brand Specific Trend Presentation Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Request
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Request
Revise Marketing strategy Marketing Design, Business Rep Compl
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Request
Provide feedback form Presentation Design Business, Marketing, Sales Rep Compl
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Request
Pre-Costing Business Marketing Rep Compl
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Agreement
Assign to Stylist Design Design Request
Assign to Stylist Design Design Rep Compl
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Request
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Rep Compl
Create/Develop Artwork Design Design Decl Sat
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Request
Transform Artwork into CAD files Design Design Rep Compl
Create Pres. Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Request
Create Pres. Boards with CAD Printout Design Design Rep Compl
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Request
Develop Color and Artwork Standard Design Product Development Rep Compl
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Request
Source Sample Trim Product Development Design Rep Compl
Create Pres. Boards with Renderings Design Design Request
Create Pres. Boards with Renderings Design Design Rep Compl
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Report Compl
Present Renderings and Artwork Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create & Develop Line Concept Design Buyer Decl Sat
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Request
Create Spec in System Product Development Business, Product Development Rep Compl
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Request
Finer Costing Business Design, Marketing, Sales Rep Compl
Pre Mill Review Design, Product Development Design Request
Pre Mill Review Design, Product Development Design Rep Compl
Pre Mill Review Design, Product Development Design Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Offer
Mill Review Product Development Design Request
Mill Review Product Development Design Agreement
Mill Review Product Development Design Rep Compl
Mill Review Product Development Design Decl Sat
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Request
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Rep Compl
Prep Artwork Design Product Development Decl Sat
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Request
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Packaging Design Product Development Decl Sat
Schedule Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Request
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Agreement
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Request
Capacity Planning (rough cut) Product Development Business, Product Development Rep Compl
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Request
Develop Colors from Standards Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Request
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Rep Compl
Print Patches/Sample Yardage Product Development Design Decl Sat

 Table 9.9 More Canonical Speech Act Sequence for Home Fashion Case Study (1)
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act
Approve Patch Design Product Development Request
Approve Patch Design Product Development Rep Compl
Approve Patch Design Product Development Decl Sat
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Request
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Rep Compl
Fabrication of Samples Product Development Design Decl Sat
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Request
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Rep Compl
Prepare Presentation Design Sales Decl Sat
Develop & Sample Product Development Buyer Rep Compl
Present Samples Sales Buyer Offer
Present Samples Sales Buyer Decl Sat
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Request
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Rep Compl
Provide Feedback Sales Design, Business Decl Sat
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Offer
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Request
Schedule Machine Strike Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Request
Engrave Screens Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Request
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Rep Compl
Final Costing Business Product Development, Marketing Decl Sat
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Request
Print Machine Strike / Sample Yardage Product Development Product Development Rep Compl
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Request
Approve Machine Strike Design Product Development Rep Compl
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Request
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Rep Compl
Update Forecast / Production Plan Business Product Development Decl Sat
Give Business Release Business Product Development Request
Give Business Release Business Product Development Agreement
Give Business Release Business Product Development Rep Compl
Give Business Release Business Product Development Decl Sat
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Offer
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Agreement
Negotiate Terms Sales Buyer Rep Compl
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Agreement
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Rep Compl
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Offer/Request
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Rep Compl
Collect Retail Results Sales Design, Marketing, Business Decl Sat
Design and Manufacture Home Fashions Sales Buyer Decl Sat

 Table 9.10 More Canonical Speech Act Sequence for Home Fashion Case Study (2)

9.2.4 Design of SSAC and ADI

For the Home Fashion industry case study we have selected the Speech Acts from

the sequence to match the content of the examples discussed for the DAMA example. We

have relied on the help and guidance of industry experts to assure that the selected

workflows are actually the corresponding workflows to the ones analyzed in the DAMA

based example.

We have selected the following workflows and their Speech Acts.

•  Consult Archive (Request, Report Complete)

•  Provide Cost Data (Request, Report Complete)

•  Provide Competitor Activity Data (Request, Report Complete)
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•  Previous Season Sales Analysis (Request, Report Complete)

•  Compile Customer Profile (Request, Report Complete)

•  Provide Trend Information (Request, Report Complete, Declare Satisfied)

•  Create and Develop Line Concept (Offer)

The way SSAC and ADI are derived is equal to the approach described in the

DAMA example. Note here again the importance of analyzing the Conditions of

Satisfaction in the context of workflows and the Actionworkflow™ map with respect to

the roles involved. The discovery of these Conditions of Satisfaction is one of the most

important parts of the analysis and the ultimate success of the proposed coordination

support system.

 We require one SSAC query and its ADI add on for each individual Speech Act.

We do not provide further examples of these since this particular format is an auxiliary

vehicle to facilitate our emphasis on the communication content. Again we want to point

out that the main concern of this research is the content of the communication in the

context of the Speech Act, in terms of Cosname and Cosvalue, the workflow, and the

state of the overall system. Consequently we provide the resulting SSAC and ADIs in

table 9.11.
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Workflow Performer Customer Speech Act SSAC statement / Cosname Cosvalue ADI
Consult Archive Archivist Designer Request

Style #1 number
Style #2 number Archive viewer

Consult Archive Archivist Designer Report Complete
Style # number
Delivery note location

Provide Cost Data Product Development Marketing Request
 # colors number
material code
components number
customer customer #

Provide Cost Data Product Development Marketing Report Complete
# colors number specific format
material code
components number
customer customer #

Provide Competitor
Activity Data

Sales Marketing Request

competitor name
segment name
market share number

report format guide
Report Complete Same elements different value

Previous Season Sales
Analysis

Business Marketing/Design Request

customer
style
sold
returns
stocks

Previous Season Sales
Analysis

Business Marketing/Design Report Complete

customer
style
sold
returns
stocks Report format

guide
Compile Customer
Profile

Marketing whole company Request complicated SSAC - compares to menu
in restaurant lot of individual items

customer
dollar bought
styles
etc customer profile format

Compile Customer
Profile

Marketing Whole Company Report Complete

Same elements as in request format important
Provide Trend
Information

Trend Design/Marketing Request

trend presentation format
colors names
swatches pictures
patterns pictures - cuts

Provide Trend
Information

Trend Design/Marketing Report Complete

colors names
swatches pictures
patterns pictures - cuts

Provide Trend
Information

Trend Design/Marketing Declare Satisfied

Create and Develop Line
Concept

Design Marketing/Sales Offer

 Table 9.11 SSAC and ADI ‘Offer Create and Develop Line Concept’

9.4 Conclusion

Before we can state the differences in the results of the analyses we need to revisit

their starting points. The first analysis is based on a model that was generated by a top-
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down approach and is intended to be a generic model rather than representing a single

company.

The industry case study model includes a lot of process detail applying the

bottom-up analysis approach. The result is not only the higher grain of detail but also the

superior precision of the details, for a specific company.

We want to state that both models are valid representations of a New Product

Development process in textiles. They were not created as input for our analysis and our

method but for their respective applications.

These facts led to the considerably more substantial Speech Act sequence of the

Home Fashion case study. Its Speech Act sequence, given a few adjustments, may be

used as a basis for developing a computer based coordination support system. The Speech

Act sequence of the DAMA model reflects less detail due to its more universal structure.

It however has the advantage that it can be adapted by nearly any company in the

textile/apparel field.

Our first conclusion from the studied examples has to be that we found our

method to work. We have successfully dissected the process and translated into an

Actionworkflow™ map. We translated the Actionworkflow™ map into an initial Speech

Act sequence, which was further analyzed limited to arrive at the more canonical Speech

Act sequence, which is the basis for Coordination Support system. Effecting this analysis

we have achieved to devise a coordination-centered structured description of a New

Product Development process. On top of devising the necessary interactions we have also

achieved to center the attention to the Conditions of Satisfaction of the participants,

making them the primary objective of the communications by designing communication

content around them. We believe to have created an approach to NPD processes that has

merit no matter what type of NPD process by centering the focus on the Conditions of
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Satisfaction and also filtering for the essential key Conditions by omitting the ones that

fall into the Background of Obviousness (BoO).

We have shown conceptually that it is possible to devise a set of Communications

that will lead a textile NPD process to the ‘Closed Satisfied’ state. The prerequisite for

successfully designing communications is a very detailed in depth analysis of the process

down to a very fine grain of details. A meaningful investigation of the Conditions of

Satisfaction associated with each Speech Act can be successfully undertaken only if there

is a very clear and detailed understanding of the roles associated with the Speech Acts.

This in turn is necessary to assure the quality of the communication design. This goes to

say that quality and precision of the devised coordination support system clearly depends

on the Actionworkflow™ and Conditions of Satisfaction analysis.

Stability and Variability of the process has to be understood in order to establish

the robustness of the Speech Act sequence maintaining its integrity and that of the

process model in the face of such variation in practice within the NPD process.

On the down side we have discovered concerns about the practicality of the

method. We anticipate that the application of the method and a subsequent

implementation of a coordination support system require substantial resource and time

commitment on behalf of the company. If an existing broader model were to be used we

also anticipate that changes to the process that company is currently applying are to be

made. We believe that this might be an advantage, but changes are not necessarily

perceived as desirable. Lastly we want to caution that the method relies to a fair amount

on the capabilities of the analyst. The skills of the analyst will determine to great extent

the generation of the model and its ultimate success.

At this point we cannot determine the extent of its practicality. Additional

research is required to determine the economics of designing a Communication centered

system. Also an investigation into a categorization of the work process with respect to
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their volatility is desirable. The most important area for research though is how these

conceptual results can be translated into a workable and implemented coordination

support system. Lastly it should be investigated how the managers in the industry

perceive the idea of having a system like this in place. Would they be willing to commit

the resources and do they believe that a system of that nature would actually improve

process performance. We touch on these questions and raise a few more areas of future

research in the final section of this dissertation.

We now want to shift the focus from analysis related conclusions to NPD process

related conclusions. Although the purpose of the DAMA model was the creation of a

static representation of the entire textile/apparel supply chain and the Home Fashion

industry case study is a representation of a very specific NPD process, we can draw the

following conclusions.

The entire NPD process aims at refining and narrowing of the Conditions of

Satisfaction associated with the ‘Goal State’ of the system. Each approval sequence

clarifies, sharpens and narrows down the Conditions of Satisfaction and accordingly the

product line to be put on the market.

Furthermore we have come to the understanding that it is useful to devise a more

or less general model of a business process. Any company in that part of the industry, or

segment of the industry the process describes, can utilize this model to develop a

coordination support system. The model comprises all the necessary coordination actions,

i.e. Speech Acts, but needs to be enriched by the operational practices, naming

conventions, and additional company specific organizational issues. We can say that a

generic top-down approach ensures the comprehensiveness of the process model,

whereas a bottom-up approach ensures that practices are robust.

Roles and Conditions of Satisfaction in the context of Speech Acts and the

Actionworkflow™ map have to be clearly understood and spelled out for successful
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coordination modeling. They provide the insights to the core of the NPD process and its

issues and concerns. They allow the participants of the NPD process a more complete

understanding of the driving forces of a particular NPD process and enable them to focus

on detailed problems while being aware of the ‘bigger picture’. Having access to the

content of the communications and supporting information provides clarity and reduces

the potential of misunderstandings.
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10.  Discussion of Vital Underlying Assumptions
In this section we want to discuss a few underlying assumptions that have to hold

true for the method to work. We discuss and substantiate why we believe that these

assumptions will hold true.

Work has a goal

Psychologist or psychology-oriented scientists have been involved in researching

driving factors for human motivation and behavior. For example Schank states ‘Every

aspect of human behavior involves the pursuit of goals’60. We take this notion one step

further and assert say that reaching the goal equals the fulfillment of the Conditions of

Satisfaction.

It has been found that, if the final goal requires too many and too complex

activities to be attained, the human mind seems to have the ability to break down this

ultimate goal into meaningful subgoals. The properties of final goals apply equally to

these subgoals. There is also a sort of underlying algebra that ensures that if all subgoals

have been accomplished the overall goal is met too. Planning systems researchers in AI

have investigated this phenomenon and applied it in different tools and robot

programming languages61. The difference between coordination systems and planning

scenarios is the knowledge of the initial and ‘Goal State’. In planning systems both states

are very well understood and defined, which focuses the efforts on devising the best

sequence to promote the state of the system from one to the other. This sequence may

include provisions for contingencies. In coordination systems the attributes of the goal

state are mostly developed in the course of the process. This adds dimension to the

system. To accommodate this addition we constrain the Conditions of Satisfaction by

Speech Act and process role and divide them into Cosname and Cosvalue. The Cosname

is know at initialization and can be standardized. The Cosvalue is the dynamic

component that will be resolved over the course of the process execution. Once all

                                                          
60 Schank, Roger C.; Goal Based Scenarios; in Beliefs Reasoning and Decision Making, Schank Roger C.
and Langer Ellen Editors, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1994
61 Baumgartner, P., Peyr S. editors; Speaking minds : interviews with twenty eminent cognitive scientists;
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Cosvalues are resolved the ‘Goal State’ description is complete. Upon fulfillment of these

Conditions of Satisfaction the system reaches ‘Closed Satisfied’ and the goal is met.

The four stage model (Offer/Request, Agreement, Report Complete, Declare Satisfied)

is empirically derived, but seems to hold true.

To enable the resolution of Cosvalues throughout the work process each

individual coordination process is initially modeled by applying the fundamental

Actionworkflow™ four-stage model. This model has been empirically derived based on

observations of typical work processes.

Assigning this model the status of a hypothesis it can be observed that no

antithesis has been found so far. Its definition is based on a complete work cycle.

Applying it repeatedly to model a sequence of work processes will therefore lead to

repetition of Speech Acts. This methodology-inherent problem necessitates additional

analytical steps to arrive at a more canonical Speech Act Sequence requiring

communication support.

There exists at least some Speech Act Sequence which may lead to the defined Goal

State (‘Closed Satisfied’)

To arrive at a more canonical Speech Act Sequence than the one imbedded in the

Actionworkflow™ Map redundancies have to be identified and removed. Redundancies

are introduced as Speech Acts are repeatedly depicted (overloading) or are not issued

separately (implied). Lacking a more scientific approach we currently have to use a rather

practical approach to determine overloaded and/or implicit Speech Acts. Implicit Speech

Acts are those that do not occur in practice in the studied process. Note that implicity is

an environment induced situation. Upon further analysis and surveillance of the modeled

and supported system it maybe necessary to change Speech Acts from implicit to explicit

or vice versa. Overloads are determined simply by looking at the content of the logically
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sequential Speech Acts. If there is no change in the SSAC we declare that the Speech

Acts have the same purpose and are therefore overloaded.

Omitting implicit and overloaded Speech Acts, we say that there exists a more

canonical Speech Act Sequence (a subset of the depicted one) that needs communication

support to enable the process to reach the ‘Goal State’. If and only if all subgoals,

described with the Speech Acts and their content, have been accomplished this system

may reach ‘Closed Satisfied’. This Speech Act sequence is not unique and therefore not

the only sequence that may lead to ‘Closed Satisfied’ state.
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11.  Model Validation
This type of modeling technique does not lend itself to traditional validation in the

sense of quantitative proof of correctness. Philosophical proofs are not widely accepted.

Therefore we had to rely on expert opinion validation. We were provided a perfect setting

for this type of endeavor by presenting our research to an expert panel at the doctoral

consortium at the Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) conference in

Philadelphia in December of 200062 sponsored the ACM Special Interest Groups (SIG)

for Supporting Group Work (SIGGROUP) and Computer Human Interaction (SIGCHI).

The purpose of the conference is to promote and display technology and methodology

advancements in its field. The doctoral consortium is an invitation only forum for Ph.D.

students to present their work to a panel of industry and academic experts in the field and

receive feedback on their research. Applicants from all countries have to submit a six

page summary of their research and the panel invites ten graduate students to present

their work out of all submissions. The final ten included four US based, one Canadian,

and five European students.

The panel included the following academia and industry representatives:

•  Dr. Mark Ackerman, University of California, Irvine, USA

•  Dr. Jonathan Grudin, Microsoft Research, USA

•  Dr. David Frohlich, HP Labs Bristol, UK

•  Dr. Robert Kraut, CMU Human Computer Interaction Institute, USA

•  Dr. Gloria Marks, University of California, Irvine, USA

•  John Patterson, Lotus Development Corporation, USA

•  Dr. Loren Terveen, AT&T Labs-Research, USA

We presented the research in a 20 minute time slot followed by a 30 minute

discussion period. The general tenor of the panelists was that the research seemed to be

well founded and overall valid.

                                                          
62 http://www.acm.org/cscw2000/progdoctoral.html
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Marc Ackerman made the comment that he believed that this type of methodology

would be extremely suitable for designing any type of automated interaction system, like

the presented web-site example, but also automated teller operations and call centers.

Throughout the research we have also noticed more and more that the application in

automated communications seems to be very rewarding, especially after completing the

web page analyses.

Jonathan Grudin liked the thoroughness of the literature review and he agreed that

the method appeared too him as a valid tool. Nevertheless he pointed out practical

problems. He is particularly concerned about contingency handling and planning. We

agree that this point is not addressed in this research, but we also want to point out that

the intent never has been to resolve practical issues. We solely intended to demonstrate

the feasibility of model-based conceptual communication design. Practical issues may be

addressed later after the feasibility has been established.

A comment by a student focused on the enrichment of Speech Act theory by

adding a way of practically applying its concepts to analyzing business process and

designing communications. This comment seemed particularly interesting since we

intended to apply Speech Act Theory, but not so much contribute to its development.

Nevertheless we think that tying the application based results back into the body of the of

Speech Act theory is an interesting project, but is not a part of this dissertation.

 Other comments made, mainly focused on the presentation format and its

structure, not on the actual content of the research.

 We are still in contact with some of the panelists and have been able to add other

experts to review our work through those contacts. Comments have focused mainly on

application problems, like exception handling if a system were to be implemented on the

basis of our methodology. It is not within the scope of this dissertation research to discuss
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and analyze implementation problems, but we take them as suggestions for areas of

future research.

Another line of validation focused on validation of the results generated by the

case studies applications. Mrs. Paula Scarpellini-Hocter of Applied Intranet, New York

and an associate of the industry case study company, who was closely associated with the

research effort, reviewed our New Product Development examples. They found the

results to be accurate and reflecting their respective understanding of New Product

Development in textiles and apparel. They however did not comment on the methodology

per se, but liked the notion that communication design was accomplished based on the

Conditions of Satisfaction of the participants. It seemed of great value to them that the

content of the communication could be anticipated. Nevertheless they raised concerns as

to whether a computer-based system could actually deliver the desired effects, but

believed that a less ‘sophisticated’ implementation could be feasible and of great value.

We are thankful for their review and pleased with the positive feedback on the results we

have accomplished. Nevertheless we believe that the full potential of the coordination

support system cannot be achieved without computer-based systems. However we find it

interesting that less ‘sophisticated’ approaches might be well received and deemed

usable.

We are still looking into other ways to validate our model other than expert

opinion. We believe that for the given time frame and scope expert validation is the most

efficient and reliable way of validation. Nevertheless we believe that there is merit in

exploring alternate ways of validation. We have reported partial results of one attempt in

the previous section. We have also tried to devise a philosophical validation, utilizing a

validation methodology devised by Bettoni63 based on the philosophy by Immanuel Kant.

This effort will need a lot more time to develop and cannot be included in this

dissertation. Nevertheless we want to pursue this path in future research since we believe

                                                          
63 Bettoni,
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that it might add value to the methodology and even alter the perception of validation of

non-traditional models.

Alongside our efforts to establish an alternate approach to validation, we were

looking for quantitative ways to validate the research. All researchers we have asked for

their input, including the panelists of the doctoral consortium, have not been able to

provide us with a suitable solution that would yield a meaningful quantitative validation.

Nevertheless we are still looking for suggestions that will yield meaningful validation

options.
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12.  Conclusion
To conclude our research we want to evaluate our performance with respect to the

goals set out for this research as described in chapter 5. In addition to that we reflect on

the most important lessons learned while working on each particular section.

Goal 1: Develop an analysis technique based on the language/action model of
coordination systems using Conditions of Satisfaction

We have developed a method for model-based conceptual design of

communications in coordination systems. We believe this part to be the most important

achievement of our research. We managed to combine existing methodologies and

philosophies to attain a more detailed and more structured view of communication

content. These accomplishments satisfy the objectives set forth in goal one.

We found that business conversations revolve around Conditions of Satisfaction

of the involved parties and organizations. Each individual workflow can be completed

successfully if these Conditions of Satisfaction can be agreed upon and fulfilled. Each

Speech Act in a workflow is a communication that consists of a set of these Conditions of

Satisfaction, the Standardized Speech Act Content (SSAC), and additional information,

which we have defined as Additional Deliberative Information (ADI).  The ‘Closed

Satisfied’ state described in terms of Conditions of Satisfaction of the major workflow

constitutes the ‘Goal Sate’ of the system. All individual workflows have to contribute to

the resolution and satisfaction of these Conditions of Satisfaction set forth in the

description of this ‘Goal State’. In order to achieve this we have to accommodate

dynamic resolution of Conditions of Satisfaction. We define Conditions of Satisfaction in

terms of Cosname and Cosvalue to enable this dynamic resolution.  To ensure coherence

of cognition and support process stability over multiple instantiations we define a

category of Information elements, namely ADI, to support the interpretation of terms.

Information in this category may also hold information elements that provide guidance

for the evaluation of information content, communicated in the SSAC. The actual content

of the communication is subject to the level of common understanding, which we have

defined as the shared Background of Obviousness. If Conditions of Satisfaction are part
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of this BoO then they need not be communicated. Diligence has to be applied in the

analysis to make sure that they are deliberately omitted if they are part f the BoO

therefore part of the omission gap and not involuntarily omitted as part of the awareness

gap.

Goal 2: Demonstrate the method by applying it to e-commerce web sites
We have applied the method to analyze web-based e-commerce implementations.

The results we obtained show that the method is suitable and practical for analyses of that

nature. As to be seen from the e-bay example it may have even been useful for the site

owner to use the method for the designing the interactions and elements in their web

interface used to run their business.

Analyzing this set of e-commerce applications from a coordination point of view

has proven to be valid and insightful. The underlying business process is the core of the

functionality of these applications. Communications can be assigned to the Speech Acts

in the respective process maps. Their content can be accurately determined by applying

our method. We believe that using our method for designing these types of

predetermined, automated conversations improves efficiency and customer satisfaction.

We claim that the evolvement of the ebay application has proven this point.

Goal 3: Apply the method to textile New Product Development

Our application of the method to textile/apparel New Product Development

processes has proven that the method can successfully applied to design communications

in coordination systems that will enable the system to reach the ‘Goal State’, i.e. ‘Closed

Satisfied’. Nevertheless it has also raised a few concerns about the practicality of such an

application. We have found it to be fairly cumbersome to conduct such an analysis. From

the practical point of view it might not be economically feasible to design and implement

such a system. We have not spent any time in this research to investigate practical

concerns. However we believe that this has to be done before an implementation is

attempted.
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Individuals involved in New Product Development process can profit from

applying our proposed method in the following ways. Addressing all necessary

communications and Conditions of Satisfaction provides the participants with a

structured, in depth process description and understanding. It clarifies the necessity and

scope of work needed to be done to achieve a satisfactory outcome of the process. Each

individual piece of work is also placed clearly in the context of the overall work, which

increases process awareness and possibly improves process efficiency.

In addition to that have we shown that it is possible to use an existing generic

process to develop or assess a company specific NPD process.

Goal 4: Assess the robustness and usefulness of the method

After having completed all the different types of examples and analyses, we think

that we can claim that the method is internally consistent and, within its confines, robust.

We have clarified what the underlying assumptions are that have to hold true.

We think we have successfully attained the research objective of developing,

applying and assessing the utility of a model-based approach of deriving information

elements that drive and support the coordination of work. We accomplished this objective

by devising a method for the model-based conceptual design of communications in

coordination systems, that can either be used for designing those communications, but

also for analyzing existing coordination centered communication systems and devising

designs for coordination support systems.
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13.  Future Research
In this research we have covered the background of the Action/Language theory

and rationalized why we think this is a path to follow when examining coordination

centered workflows. We have developed a conceptual method to design or assess

communications within these systems. We have illustrated the conceptual feasibility of

our method by applying to several scenarios and having it examined by several experts,

both in the field of collaboration technology and theory as well as experts in the areas of

application. For the further development and research a few areas seem to be particularly

interesting.

The first area we like to suggest is the furthering of the understanding of

collaboration theory and human interaction as it relates to our method. Through exposing

our research to comments in the CSCW community we have learned that there are several

other approaches like the MILANO research by de Michelis, Agostini and Grasso64, or

the more fundamentally diverging action motivation proposed by Suchman65, or a

combination of these approaches as presented by Bernstein66. These research efforts need

to be examined as to how they can be included or be used to improve our approach. We

believe that classification of these different views of the nature of action and the

coordination of work may be a suitable way to assess process volatility. We have pointed

out earlier in the application examples that we are convinced that an additional form of

process assessment, other than it can be modeled, needs to be introduced to account for

practical and economical issues.

Secondly we would like to be able to investigate if our method can be used

differently. We have stated that the description of the ‘Goal State’ in terms of Conditions

of Satisfaction comprises all necessary conditions for the process to be completed

successfully. We therefore would like to investigate the question whether it is possible to

devise from an accurate ‘Goal State’ description a possible, if not optimal, sequence of
                                                          
64 Agostini A., De Michelis G., Grasso M.A.; Tethinking CSCW systems; the architecture of MILANO;
65 Suchman, Lucy; Do categories have politics? the language/action perspective reconsidered;
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Speech Acts, i.e. communications. Currently we are analyzing and building up, rather

than looking at the goal and determining what the individual steps should be. If it were

possible to devise an optimal sequence of Speech Acts than it is possible to generate a

performance measure. Performance measures are thought after criteria, especially for

coordination processes, since there are currently little to no available measures.

Our approach views business processes solely from a coordination perspective.

Physical process issues are not specifically addressed. We are convinced that merging or

combining process-oriented theories with this coordination-based method will yield

better understanding of all aspects of a business process. The area of Theory of

Constraints based process views is specifically interesting since it emphasizes the search

for bottlenecks. The effects of bottlenecks will necessitate action most likely coordination

action, which the method covers. We are sure that not only business processes applying

physical manufacturing process are suitable and will profit from this type of theory but

also solely no physical process can profit greatly from such a joint view.

 

The points addressed so far are concerned with furthering and improving the

theoretical background of our method. Nevertheless are there practical issues that need to

be addressed. We have hardly touched on any of these in our research so far. We believe

that a major research effort is required to discover potential modes of implementation of

our model. Our research centered on the potential of implementing the results in

computer based tools, which may be considered the most obvious option. The challenges

that present themselves when considering the provision of data and the actual graphical

user interface are numerous. We operated on the assumption that the data elements we

require are available and accessible in some form of data repository. To extract and

present these data elements may be a very tedious task and may require some new

approaches of resolving information storage and retrieval. Another form of

implementation may be in training and teaching. By standardizing and defining the data

elements required for coordination processes these processes may become more efficient
                                                                                                                                                                              
66 Bernstein, Abraham; How can Cooperative Tools Support Dynamic Group Processes? Bridging the
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and training on the job may also be reduced while improving the learning curve. This

requires the development of a suitable format and processes.

We have shown that the method is very suitable for the analysis and of automated

interactions. The panelists at the CSCW 2000 conference also strongly believed that the

method may be very well suited for the design of these applications. Therefore we are

convinced that we need to find a way to add more structure to the method, such that it can

easily be used for the design of these applications. We want to further pursue this

research direction and explore practical options how to design applications, especially

web-sites, centering on our method.

The textile new product development application has not quite turned out as

hoped but we think that it has potential and should be pursued by a future student. It

would be ideal to get the commitment from a company to design and implement a

coordination support system based on the groundwork laid in this thesis.

Naturally there are always questions associated with human cognition and

cognitive science arising when dealing with modeling of human coordination and

communication systems. These questions are important and many researchers and

research projects devoted to them. Advancements in this field will greatly impact human

coordination modeling. Nevertheless we will not propose any specific research topics

since we believe that this would lead to far.

                                                                                                                                                                              
Specificty Frontier;
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